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HOUSE DESTROYED BY FIRE-The Dewey Tumbow home, just ea( of Lynn
Grove on Highway 94, was destroyed by fire at 9:50 p.m. Tuesday. Here,
Rescue Squad personnel Robert Trenholm and Eddie Stone cut the power
lines to the home, while electrical sparks fly in the backgro(nd from the live
-wires:The structure. was also known as the old Cora Lockhart place.
Stall Photo Ivy David Hill
Tappan Return To Full Production
Running On Schedule, Dickson Says
The Tappan Company, is moving
about on schedule in gettink the Murray
Operation back into full production,
local plant general manager Dave
Dickson said today.
The plant was idled over 18 months
due to a strike by the local union and
Dickson predicted in early January
after a settlement was reached that it
would take from 60 to 90 days to get the
plant back into full production.
"By the first of April, we hope to have
some significant numbers in here as far
as people are concerned," Dickson
About 160 workers have already been
called back to work at the plant and




Debate coaches at Murray State
University and Western Kentucky
University have announced plans for
teams-frem-each school to host the
other for debates Feb. 22 and March 1.
Larry Caillouett, director of forensics
at Western, said the first debate is
scheduled at 7 p. m. in the Grise Hall
Auditorium at Western, while the.
second will take place at 7 p. m. a week
later in the Student Center Auditorium
at Murray State, according to Robert
Valentine, director of debate at Murray
State. Both are free and • open to the
public.
• The resolution, "That the Federal
• Government should significantly.
strengthen the guarantee of consumer
product safety required of manufac-
turers:- will remaill the same or1xittr-
tleb,ttes. Howesei, the sides will
change.
Western-will defend the affirmative
side with the team of Teresa Jenkins
and John Butchke against the Murray
State team of senior Rick Maxedon and
_ sophomore Ike Thacker in the opening
—debate -et Western.- Debaterlehave-net- -
been named for the second debate at
Murray. where Murray will take the
affirmative and Western the negative.
Valentine said exchange is. an im-
portant new direction for the debate
programs at the two schools.
We are trying to show our campuses
that debate is more than bright -
students taking off to tournaments
,e,very other weekend," he explained.
"We can ehtertain and inform many
, people rlf tit - tit home and we iotend to ,
do just that." \
Murray won the Ohio Valley Con-
ference debate championship-this-year
Mid Western took high honors at the
recent Barkley Forensics Tournament
at Murray State. .
every day, Dickson said. Over 500 were
working at the plant prior to the strike
which began June 23, 1975.
The energy crisis locally has ham-
pered plant operations somewhat,
Dickson said.
"We are trying to find some alternate
fuel sources," Dickson added.
Production personnel are presently
working eight hours, four days per
week and office personnel are working
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - State
health • officials are hoping to have
results today of tests to determine
whether an influenza-like virus in
several, Kentucky Communities really
is flu.
' "We're extremely anxious to know
what it is," said Dr. Carlos Hernandez,
preventive services director in the state
Bureau for Health Services.
Hernandez speculated Tuesday that
the illness, which has 'forced the closing
of at least eight Kentucky school
systems, could be type B flu fairly
common among school children this,
time of year.
The symptoms reported to school
officials across the state include sore
throats, headaches and upset
stomachs.
Hazard city schools closed for the
rest of the week after about one third of
pupil enrollment contracted the virus.
Supt. James Caudill reported nearly 400
absentees Tuesday
ten hours, four days per week, in an
effort to conserve energy. .
Meanwhile. the Tappan Co. and the
United Steelworkers of America have
reached -a three-year_ labor agreement
for workers at the firm's major air*
pliarice plant at Mansfield, Ohio, the
company announced.
Tappan said no other labor
agreements with the appliance division
are due to expire during the three-year
Webster. Union, Henderson.-
Muhlenberg, Crittenden and- Ohio
county school systems closed for
rest of the week.
Muhlenbgrg County school afro
report a 22 per cent absentee rate;,).) ,,
about one-fifth of Crittenden Count
pupils report-i-Ytilptoms of the virus ,
Hopkins County schools called .,ff
clsses for today.
. Henderson 'and McLean Qtin'
schools closed after flu-like symptom
among pupils were reported last week
Henderson County schools reepered
Monday but closed after Tuesday.
McLean County schools reopened
Tuesday. Officials said a daily decision
is being made on continuing classe,
, School officials in _Daviess, Graves.
Hancock and Simpson counties
reported absentee problems but-au'-
decision was made to cancel classe-
Hernandez said closing school MO'
help prevent transmigsion of thc virus,
but only temporarily.
• When the school- reoperi ' 'le
Local Trash Output
Totals 22,400 Tons
Are Calloway County residents
contributing -their proportionate share
or-rabbistrand-rernse-to-the-natites----
trash pile each year?
What is the annual output, locally, of
discarded beverage cans, paper
products, garbage, plastic containers,
rubber tires, food, broken appliances
and the like? !-4
Solid wastes of this kind have become
a matter of great concern in many
communities, according to, a national
study r&de by the Erivironmantill
Protection Agency. 4
It finds that consumers across the
country are Producing no lest than 160
million tons of such waste materials per
year, up from 125 million in 1971. And
that is exclusive of junkedcars.
Calloway County's donation toward
this total is estitnated at 22,400 tons a
year, including 3,200 tons of fo 41
scraps.
 agtrtftspagatfee-n-i f
assuming that local residents generwe
solid waste materials on the same scale •
as most other people in the United
State t is 4.1 pounds per capita daily,
according to the EPA report.
A study by the National Center for
Resource. Recovery indicates that 100
pounds of normal household refuse
consists of 55 pounds f paper, 14
pounds of food, 18 pounds of metals and
glass and 13 pounds of plastics, wood
Scraps and miscellaneous matter.
What to do with all this trash? In most
places, the answer is to burn dor bury
it, generally in the town dump.
Alternatively, it could be converted
into energy The poteriltial nationally, if
. I See Output, Page 12)
period. -
The Mansfield facility currently
produces microwave ovens and certain
gas ranges. Some of the gas range
production is currently in the process of
being relocated to the Murray plant and
the company's line of space saver
. microwave ovens has been transferred
to the newly acquired Dalton. Ga.,
facility.
following week, the virus could reap-
pear, he said.
Hernandez said although closing
schools ia -doubtful" health remedy,
it often is a financial necessity.
State allocat. ons to school districts
are based on average daily attendance.
If absenteeism is high, it is riot (Man-
ciallY feasible to hold classet, _Her-
nandez said.
"The question is how long do you keep
them closed," Hernandez said. -For
the whole flu season?"
-
A motiqn to hold another public
hearing TOrthe proposed rezoning of a
house and lot at 1200 Sycamore was
approved by the Murray Planning
Commission last night.
The lot, owned by Loretta Jobs, was
one of three lots which were approved
laat-month-bythe-plaiming connnissiort--
for rezoning to professional office, but_
were turned down by the Murray City
.Council.
_Thesitber lots were at l202 Sycamore,
which is also- Owned by Mrs. Jobs, and
the house and lot just north of Roberts
Realty, on 12th Street, which is owned
by Mrs. J. M. Marshall.
Strong opposition to rezoning- the
house and lot at 1202 Sycamore, which
is on the corner of 13th and-Sycamore, .
was heard from residents of 13th Street,
who did not want to see the property
rezoned.
The council returned the matter to
the planning commission, recom-
mending that it reconsider the other
Jobs lot, at 1200 Sycamore, for possible
rezoning.
The Marshall property will not be
reconsidered separately, since there is
a study underway for the entire length
of lith Street between Sycamore and
Chestnut, and the Marshall property
.willbocusideted.iñthatstudy. —
City Planner_ Steve Zee reported on
that study, saying it will be completed
within 60 days, provided. several extra
work sessions are scheduled_hy_ the
planning commission to consider
several details of the study.
wheis - -charge-of-
campus planning. for Murray State
-University, was at, the planning com-
mission meeting last night to explain
-Three Sections28 Pages
the university 'stens for development
of the campus, inclaing'ii '---- -
mall on 15th Street; and an overpass at
Chestnut and 15th. -
Members of the planning commission
, expressed concern that the closing of
15th Street would put an additional
-traffic--'hurden---00 iiiTalfeady over-
crowded 16thStreet, where traffie.now_
backs • up for several blocks from Main
Street at peak hours.
Plans for an expansion of a planned
development district ti) Dan Miller
were approved by the planning com-
mission also last night.
The- expansion calls for two more
units of six apartments each, 
now be approved by the board of zoning
- -adjustment. - 
.
In other action, the commission also
approved the final plat of the Clarence
Hortin subdivision, consisting of six lots





' Deaths & Funerals 12
Horoscope 




Big John Section • 4 Pages
Clear and cold tonight Increasing
cloudines,s_ond manner „on Thursday..
Low a tonight ul the mid to upper teens.
HIghs. Thursday dear 40. *Winds
becoming light and variable tonight.
Scholarship Fund Announced
Guideltdes for the Dr. MorganEmerY -
Sisk, Jr., Memorial Scholarship have
been released and the first award will
be made to a Murray State University
graduate Student in biology for the 1977-
78 school year.
Applications for the scholarship to be
awarded through the Alumni
Association program must be sub-
mitted by March 1. A recipient selected
by the scholarship committee of the
association will be presented at the
annual alumni banquet on the campus
April 30.
A - perpetual scholarship fund
established upon the death of Sisk on
May 2, 1976, now totals $10,179. The
amount of the scholarship award each
year will be determined by the interest
accrued on the base investment. The
first scholarship will beat reast $600c -
To qualify for the scholarship, a
student must have completed at least
one semester of work toward the
master's degree in biolOgy,- with a
specialization in fishery or other
aquatic studies in -the Murray State
region in preparation for. a career in
research, service, or education.
Graduate students in wildlife biology
or Seine other area df flektbiology
be -considered if there is no eligible
applicant .in the field of, aquatic. and
fishery. studies. All applicants must be
recommended by_the chairman of the
Department of Biological Sciences or a
graduate academic adviser.
Sisk, who was the director of Murray
State's Hancock Biological Station on
Kentucky Lake, was fatally injured in a
-.highway accident at the age of 46. He
had been a member of the faculty at
Murray State 12 years and was widely
known for . his biological research,
particularly projects relating to area
fish.
The former Paducahan earned the B.
S. degree at Murray State. in 1953,-the
M. S. degree at Oklahoma. State
University in 1961, and the Ph. I),
degree at The Ohio State Universitf in
1972. He Was aviarded a" National
Science Foundation Faculty Fellowship
for his doctoral studies.
The Murray State Alumni
Association, in cooperation with Sisk*
Widow, Mrs. Jane Sisk, his friends, and
the Department of Biological S(•iefICI'S,




RELEASING GUIDELINES - Fe& of the people-directly 
involved in the establ' ent of the Dr. Morgan Emery Sisk, It_
Memorial Scholarship meet for the final time before releasing guidelines
 for the award th be presented for the first time
to a graduate student in biology at Murray'State University for 1977-78. Shown
 (left to right) are: Mrs. Jane Sisk, widow of
the late director of the Hancock Biological Vation dn Kentucky Lake: Mancil Vinson, 
director of alumni 'affairs; Dr. Mar-
shall Gordon, dean of the College of Environmental Scten
ces-rancl Or. W. I. Pitman, chairman of tbe_Pepartment of
Biological Sciences. - 
-
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Delttl•Dep44rtment llembers
-"Pm/sures- at Regular Meeting
-Sharing Treasures" was
the theme of the program at
The .. meeting - of the • Delta
Department of the Murray
on
Tuesday. February 1, at the
club house. ,
The program consisted of
member participation with
each memberbeing asked to
bring a "treasure" to tell
'about and share with other
- members. Quilts, glassware,
•books, and pictures were
displayed with some dating
.S IR Luncheon
• Is Saturday
The Captain James Campen
Chapter of the Kentucky,
Society of the Sons of the
. American Revolution will
have a luncheon meeting on
Saturday, February, 19, at
twelve noon at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Dennis P. Nall, president,
urges all members to attend
and invites all persons in-
--- --terested_ to teeming- - mem- -















All at 1/2 Original
Price or Trade 2
Books You Have
Read for 1 of Ours
Spec,ai tOt Section '
back to one hundred years.
Mrs.. Harry McGurk in-
troduced the program in 'the
absence of the program
chairman, Miss Ruble Smith.
The depaatment chairman,
Mrs. Edwin C. Stiohecker,
conducted a brief business
meeting.
At the December. meeting
Mrs. Graves Hendon's name
was. drawn for the pendant
given to the 'club for a money-
making project by Miss Clara
Eagle.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mesdames . TIgh.ert
Usrey, Thage Vddberg,
Eugene Tarry, Holmes Ellis,
Sr., Jack Kennedy, and Inez
Claxton.
BRUSKE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Bruske of Puryear, Tn., are
the parents of a baby girl,
Lydia Marie, weighing six
pounds---For-ounees,---borit -en
Wednesday, February 9, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mrs. Bruske is the former
Ann Harrelson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Harrelson
of Puryear, Tn. •
VALENTINE GIRL
Leigh Anne is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Valentine of Route Two,
Puryear, Th., for their baby
At Home or on the Town
DIFFERENT TRENDS—For evening, bare nur
slioUlders coVW-up—the 'ffoke Vs- youri. Put
together your-nwn strapless-look, left, by pairing a
colorful border-printed skirt with- it.s matching
scarf tied ag a top. Or try another of this season's
fashion newsmakers, right. Cover up in a flower-
print cotton voile tunic, topping a classic long black
skirt.
r Stags %MorsMoo. -Set. 104SOS Gomm753-48211 Bill Boiler Owner
•
four ounces, born on Thur-
sday, February 10,, at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn.




The Murray Middle School
Chorus, directed by Margaret
Porter, will present the
program at the meeting of the
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
held Thursday, February 17,
at two p.m. at the club house.
Mrs. Carl Harrison,
chairman; -urges all members -
to attend. The hostesses will
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The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will have a
dinner meeting at the Colonial
House smorg'as'bord on
Saturday, February 19, at 6:30
p.m.
New officers will be elected
and all members and their
families are urged to attend,
according to J. B. Burkeen,
president. Wagonmasters for




The Rev. Dr: William P.
Mullins, Jr., will show slides
of the Holy Land at the"Story's
Chapel' United Methodist
Church on Friday,- February
111, at 6J0m at_the_shur-c-h-
Dr. Mullins will show pic-
tures made on his first trip to
the Holy Land in 1973. A
potluck supper will be served
prior to the program and all











A "waste not, want not" con-
fection.
2 grapefruit, medium or
large
I cup sugar
cup light corn syrup
I cup water
With a swivel-blade vegetable
peeler, relnove peel from
grapefruit in wide strips. Turn
into a medium saucepan, cover
with cold water and boil 5 min-
utes; drain. Repeat 3 times.
)r'y well on paper towels. With
a kitchen scissors cut peel into
L4-inch wide strips. In a me-
dium saucepan oven low heat
stir together the sugar, corn.
syrup and water until sugar
dissolves. Add grapefruit peel
and bring to a boil. Simmer un-
til mner -or.syrun is-absorbed—
about 40 minutes. Drain off ex-
cess syrup. Roll peel, a few
pieces at a time, in -extra gran- -
ulated ,sugar. Dry in a single
layer on a` wire rack, uncov-
ered, at room temperature for
24 hours. Store in a tightly crv-





blonde from Murray, Sandra
Lou Stark, has been named
Kentucky State Dairy Prin-
cess for 1977. She won the title
over a group of finalists,
representing ten regions of
Kentucky, at the American
Dairy Association annual
meeting held in Louisville,
February 7.
" Runner-up, and alternate
dairy princess is Gayle
Spoonamore of Stanford. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George 0. Spoonamore III,
she Is freshman at Eastern
KentuM, University.
Winner of the speech contest
was Rae Lynn _Jeffries,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Ray Jeffries of New
Castle. She is a freshman at
Transylvania University.
A tie for Miss Congeniality
went Gayle Spoonamore
and Ramona Pearson,
daughter of Mrs. Ernest
-Peerscor-Seottsvilie:
A graduate of Calloway
County High School, Sandra is
Sandra Lou Stark
. Dairy Princess
eighteen and a freshman at
Murray State University. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles B. Stark, she lives on
a 210-acre Holstein dairy
farm. • '
An honor graduate, Sandra
was chosen for Who's Who
Among Arheric-an High School
Students, membership in the
National Forensic League and
Beta Club.
Among many
achievements, she was a
winner of the FFA
Showmanship, Senior
Division, at the Kentuclfy
State Fair in 1976; selected as
Calloway County and Pur-
chase District Farm Bureau
Queen for 1975-1976; was a
member of first place FFA
Dairy Judging Team in the
Mid-South Fair Judging
Contest, Memphis, Tn., in
1975; member of second place
FFA Dairy Judging Team in
the state of Kentucky in 1975;
first girl in the Calloway
County FFA Chapter to be
selected as a committee
chairman, in 1975.
The princess was a member
of first place 4-H Senior Dairy
Judging -Team in state of
Kentucky in 1973 and 1974;
judged as a representative
from the state of Kentucky at
World Dairy Expo, Madison,
Wisconsin in 1973 and 1974;
won in county and area for 4-H'
Speech Contest and par-
ticipated in state contest in
1972 and 1973; won in county
and arerfor 441 Dairy fotids
Demonstration 'and par-
ticipated in state contest in
1970 and 1971; selected es
Most Outstanding Girl in 4-H
in Calloway County in 1970;
ajol has won 'numerous
awards in 4-H and FFA
showing Dairy Cattle in
Kentucky and Tennessee for
the past ten years.
In her spare time, she has
also spent her summers as a
Candy Striper for a local
hospital. She attends the
kirksey Church Of-Christ. —
VISIT FLORIDA
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce
Newsome of Kirksey and Mrs.
Thelma Ecklert of Murray
have returned home after
spending two weeks at the
Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood
Fla. They visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Victor Purdo and their
children and points of interest
in southern Florida. They also
visited with Mrs. Ohs Smith
of Tampa-, Fla. Enroute home
they came by Plains, Ga.,
home of President Jimmy
Carter  
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Keith Alan Morgan of
Kirksey Route One was
dismissed •February 3 from
the Community Hospital at
Mayfield.
CeA48
Vim-for-4,ring is the blazer. Coordinated vest
and fly-front pant follow suit. (75% polyester,
25% cotton) A soft print blouse completes_














































*Place Mats Several Styles
*Napkins
Hundreds On Sale99 each
One Group
Rain Slickers
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Golden Anniversary
Ur. and Mrs. Bob Williams
Mr. and,, Mrs. Bob Williams of Hazel Route Two will
celebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary on Sunday,
February 20, with an open house at their home.
All friends and relatives are invited to call during the hours














The First United Methodist
Church Men will have a dinner
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the
social hall of the church.
Prayer services for North
Pleasant Grove Ciunberland
Presbyterian Church will be
held at the home if Mrs. Delia
Graham at 6:30 p.m: -
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
have a fish fry at six p.m. at
the church fellowship hall.
Murray Cooperating
Preschool parents will meet at




meet at seven p.m. at the
Murray City Council Cham-
bers. All registered
Republicans are invited.
• Thursday, February 17
• --Kentucky Lake Chapter Or
NARFE committee meeting
will be at 9:30 a.m. at the
Triangle Inn.
Executive Board of First
District Retired Teachers
Association will meet at
Kentucky Maid Restaurant at
ten a.m.
Murray Senior Citizens will
• have a potluck luncheon at the
Ellis Center at twelve noon.
* For transportation call  753-
• 9725 by 9:30 a.m.
* • Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
* Order of the Eastern Star will





Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting at two p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at seven p.m.
Thursday* February 17
Murray Civitan Club will
have its "Clergy Night Din-
ner" at Seven Seas at seven
p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
.Beta Sigma Phi will have a
Valentine banquet at the Old




will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:()
p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will have its executive
meeting at seven p.m. and
business-meeting at eight p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Terry
Denton at seven p.m.
• -
Household shower for Bro.
-and Mrs. Harold Smoth*rtnan-',
who lost their home and '
contents by fire will be held at




Methodist Church will have a
potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the church with Dr. W. P.




Chapter of the Kentucky
Society of Sons of AmeriCan
Revolution will have a lun-
cheon meeting at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at !loon.
Saturday, February 19
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 19
Twin Leiters Good Sam Club
*ill have a family dinner
meeting at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 6:30 p.m. with
C. W. and Dortha Jones as
wagonmasters.
,Mrs. William Major will--
serve lunch at her home, 817
North 20th Street, to members
of Chapter M. of P. E. 0. at
twelve noon.
Saturday, February It
Murray -Shrine Club will
have a social and dinner at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
• Suaday, February.*
Alford Chapter No. 445"
Order of the Eastern Ster will
' have a smorgasbord at the
Masonic Lodge at Aurora at
one p.m. Tickets are $2.50 for




The Murray Shrine Club will
have a social and dinner at the
Triangle Inn on Saturday,
February 19, at 6:30 p.m.
All members and their
guests are urged to attend, a
club spokesman said.
Friday, February 18
Shopping day for senior
citizens will be held. Call 753-
9725 by 9:15 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
MealrfOr Senior citizenswill
be served at noon at the North
Second Street Center with












To The Store on:
Toads, of Wodoesdny
Foloruary 22 or 27. 1977








0.1avihed on thoteisanik of itenrk to create a batlailt riot
I['1 216" GRAND PRIZE AWARDS 1 
Come To The Store....For Our BIG SALE
EVERYDAY...And, Help Your Favorite WIN!...
You Must See It To Believe It!
a.
3rd BIG PRICE DROP!
SALE HOURS: 9:30 A.M. T01:30 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
WILLIAMS FABRIC CENTER
MINERAL WELLS AVE. • PARIS SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER • PARIS TENN. • PHONE 442-716$
gRICHTS
THE SEASON'S LOWEST PRICES!
TRUTH DAYS
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY! swamm
4,4> Our Eniire Collection!
Winter Goats
Regular 60.00 to 250.00
2990,15900
It's the truth. the lowest coat prices of the season at
Bright's on the Court Square! Buy Friday and Saturday and
save on leathers, leather-look, fabrics, fake fun-furs and
suedes in your favorite lengths and colors. Select from
a wide range of junior and missy coats. Save today!
Winter
Shoes
Regular 17.00 to 39.00
199T01599
Truth Day prices on our entire stock of winter
shoes. Dressy, casual and sporty styles. Save!
Our Entire Winter Stock!
Sportswear








- Regular 6.00 to 20.00














Fabulous Winter Dress Styles!
DRESSES












Regular 28.00 to 54.00
1000 AND 2000

















kEntire Wintur •t: 
Pantsuits






Regular 3.00 to 4.00
199
••••••
oo,••• •••••••••••-``.."-... • '
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In Order To Do Our Part To















































Save 10 A 94
46 oz









32 oz. Save 18'
69'
•••••••••••••••••••••  ••••••• •.••• ••••••••• •••••••••• •-•••• 4.00
Keebler
Town House





Armour Test Tender U. S. D. A. Choice‘
Chuck Roast



























Armour Ur Fieldi -
i Test 
Tender i
i Slicedi Round Bone Shoulder
Bologna
L Lb. i
,i Roast i,, s, lb. p 9kg.
S
i — ... • ...••••••••••••••.....-•
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Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$10  given away each week
Mary Bell Jonar
Rt. 1, Box 135
•Nothing to Buy •No Cards:fp Puna *AR You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
• niploy ees of Parker,. and their Families not eligible to win 
.AdulLs
,n IN may register .You do not have to be present to win
• •••••••  ••••••• • 
•••••-•1 4•••••• •• 6.41,•-  o..0.•-  y0.'0 
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Walter L. Apperson, publisher
---






HEARTLINF: is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question .or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, '114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a -
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I will soon be 62 years
old. Would you suggest that I retire
• early and take reduced-Social Security
benefits or should I wait until I am 65 to
receive my full benefits? C.M.
ANSWER: This is a question that
individuals must answer themselves-
However, Heartline feels you should
consider the following factors in regard
to your Social Security benefits:
1. If you start drawing Social Security
at 62, you are receiving three additional
years of income from Social Security,
but this income would be 20 per, cent
less yearly than if you waited until 65 to
begin drawing.
2. If you wait until 65 to draw Social
Security, you would receive full
benefits, but the money you lose during
.the three years you did not draw Social
Security will take 12 years of drawing to--
regain. This is based strictly on income
from Social Security.
3: You must decide if a reduced Social
10 Years Ago
Another Cancer. Smear for
Women will be held in March at the
Calloway County Health Center.
Cooperating in the effort will be the
Health Center, the local doctors and
nurses, and the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
Rob Gingles, assistant cashier of the
Bank of „Murray, has been named
Calloway County Agricultural chair-
man of the Kentucky Bankers
Association by the state president, E.
Paul Williams.
Deaths reported include Ben F.
Scherffius, age 89.
The Murray State University Rifle
Team won the Ohio-Kentucky Rifle
League Championship by defeating the
University of Louisville. Murray team
members include Nancy Sowell, Tom
Harrington, Joe Weaks, Bill Beard,
Sharon VanSell, Odie Jones, Roy
McNeely, George Patterson, and David
King.
Land Between The Lakes will begin
its fourth year of operation this spring
with expanded and improved facilities
for camping, boating, hiking, and other
recreational activities, the Tennessee
Valley Authority announced today.
20 .Years Ago
Seventeen 4-H Club members at-
tended the first meeting of the 4-H
Tractor Maintenance program held
February 14 at Planters Tractor and
Implement Company. John Tucker,- 4-H
Club Leader from Kirksey, instructed
the group. -
Over eighty persons from Calloway,
Marshall, and Livingston Counties
attended a dinner meeting of the Happy
Valley District Boy Scouts of America
held at the First Christian Church,
Murray, with John Pasco of Murray
presiding.
Deaths reported include Carl Lan-
caster, age 61.
Rob Darnall outdid himself in
Kirksey's 80 to 66 .upset win over
Arlington when he tallied 54 points
breaking his earlier mark of 52. He has
a total of 864 points for the year with
McNeely of Lynn Grove having 628.
"Reprisal" starring Guy Madison,
Felicia Farr, and Kathryn Grant, and
"Sailor Beware" starring Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis .are hiswing at .the
Varsity Theatre.
Security rate will be sufficient to meet
your present and future monetary
needs or if the full benefit will be
necessary.
We also feel there are many factors
not related to Social Security you must
'consider:
1. The amount of money you would
lose by leaving your present job.
2. Your present health condition.
3. Your desire to continue working.
4. The effect early retirement will
have on your private pension plan, if
you have one.
These are just some of the questions a
person must consider before retiring.
Since everyone's situation is different,
there will probably be additional
questions involved for you, and you are
the only one who can answer them. You
must weigh the answers to these
questions carefully in your own mind,
and then only you can make the
decision as to when to retire.
WARTLINE : My father is 62 years
old. He retired last year and does
nothing but sit in the front of the TV day
and night. He complains about how bad
the shows are when I visit him, but does
not seem to be able to break away. I'm
worried about his lack of activity. Can
you give me some advice on how to help
him? S.M.
ANSWER: Television seems to be
one of the seductive avenues on which
we are liable to fritter away precious
time. Many people would be astonished
at the huge amount of time they have
invested in television viewing without
any compensating rewards in pleasure
or lastingisatisfaction. _
Hearltine has put together some facts
on this subject and some ideas that you
can pass on to your father. They will
help him break away from the
television trap and find time to occupy _
himself with otheractivities that will be
more pleasurable and interesting.
For these free facts, send along, self-
addressed, stamped envelope to
Heartline - TV Trap, 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 95381.
Bible Thought
Ye shall not add unto the word
which I command you, neither shall
ye dimish ought from it, that ye may
keep the commandments of the Lord
your Gild which I command you.
Deuteronomy
Gods Word, if obeed, w ill keep
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United States Industrial Cowicil
• TODAY'S TOPIC A SHOCKING STATEMENT
In the few weeks that he hasiterved
as United States Ambassador to the
United Nations, Andrew Young tia,s.
displayed a degree of irresponsibility
and lack of understanding of the values
and goals of the United States which
clearly disqualifies him for further
service.
On Feb. 3, The Washington Post
reported that "In less than a week on
the U.N. jet, Young already had been
repudiated three times by the State
Department (twice by Secretary of
State Vance personally), over
statements on Vietnam, Rhodesia and
the Cuban presence in Angola."
Apparently without authorization,
Mr. Young advocated U.N. mem-
bership for Communist Vietnam. But
his most disturbing statement-the real
shocker-was his statement that the
Cuban expeditionary force was a
stabilizing force in Angola.
That statement came in the midst of
the huge winter storms in the United
States and was almost lost in news
reports. The American people as a
whole surely don't know what Mr.
Young said in an interview conducted
by Dan Rather of CBS_News on the eve
of Mr. Young's departure for Africa.
Mr. Rather asked Ambassador
Young about the role of the Cuban
troops in Africa, which are proxy forces
for the Soviet Union. Mr. Young denied
there was any reason for great concern
about Castro's units, saying that
"there's a sense in which the Cubans
bring a certain .stability and order to
- -
That's like saying there was no
reason to be concerned about the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968
because "in a sense it brought a certain
stability and order to Czechoslovakia."
Mr. Young doesn't understand that: -
communism always produces "a
certain stability and order." That's
what one finds in the Gulag Archipelago
- the world of Soviet prison camps -
chronicled by Alexander Solzenitsyn.
Indeed, communism often brings
peace-the peace of the grave.
But Mr. Young doesn't worry about
cornmunisim. He was most explicit
about that in the CBS interview, saying
"communism has never been a threat
to me." Anyone who holds such' views
has no business representing the United -
States in the U.N.
Communism is the deadly enemy of
the United States and every free nation.
Communist totalitarianism has
swallowed up hundreds- of millions of
people since the end of World War II.
Communism is responsible- for the
death of scores of millions of people
who opposed its totalitarian patterns.
Mr. Young says that racism, not
communism, is the principal threat. He
is bent on eliminating Ithiidesia, which
he-regards as a racist state, though it
The Murray
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Q: Mr B.F. age so. complains
ot recurrent wells of dizonew
however. he &im...-11 think the
trouble ispenous enough for him
to see a physician-or to take arly
medication. He wonders if he is
bilious He has a friend who
takes pills for motion sickness
whenever she is to ride in a car
or plane, and he asks if similar
medicine would help him
0 A: Recurrent episodes of duzz-
14•FA. Of vertigo maybe a.signal
of other, more senous trouble
Rather than just suspecting
biliousness, • your inner ears
(vestibular apparatusi and hear-
' ing should be carefully checked.
Thabeuss mellitus, a blood ins
order or a brain tumor need to
be ruled at
• .
F.J L BLasingarne, MD
If ynu were running a recur-
rent fever, you would want to
learn the cause rather than just
take aspirin Your dizziness
merits, a careful history and an
i•xaminatowi by a physician so
that the appropriate treatment
can be given, rather than seek-
ing relief of a symptom without
knowing its cause
Red Eyes from Swimming
„Q: Mr. 31.1", .wnles..1bat
swims regularly at a local health
club He thinks it is an excellent
form of exercise that he tolerates
%ell and that makes him feel
relaxed However. he is troubled
excerove redness of his eyes
after a swim and wonders if he is
iillercic to the chlorine in the
pool s water
A: Chlorination of the water vi
the swimming pool is a necessity
and probably is causing chemi-
cal irritation, rather than an
allergic reaction.
You ma be swimming ton'
long. Shorter exposure would
cause le o irritation. Wear -gog-
gles during swimming to reduce
the irritating effect.
Also, an eyewash that causes
the-blonel--veasebr-of your con-
junctiva (lining of. eyelids and
cover over eyeballs) to contract
and become less visible can be
obtained from your pharmacist
Nutrient Supplements
• Are Helpful '
Q: Mrs. RV. thinks that it is
time to clean the slate anti gel
rid of nutrient supplements tn
natural foods she asks for com-
ment.
A: To condemn all such sup-
PleTnenti to foods it radical
Such a position is unwise and v-
k.not in the public Uttered.
Nutrient supplement!, at-,
vitamins. minerals, or broth, and
their addition improves the
outntional value of fonds For
example, iodized salt adds
needed iodine to prevent goiter
'the incidence of which is now(
markedly reduced since.adeuut
ate iodine has been, supplied
Milk may he improved tooY the
addition:of vitamins A and





has tiersiins of both races in its
parliament. But Rhodesia isn't a threat
to pkiAce -in Africa or anywhere elk in,.
the %kind. Rhodesia doesn't possess a
huge nuclear arsenal.. Rhodesia hasn't
built a Berlin wall, or subverted free
governments in Europe. Rhodesia
doesn't dispatch -an expeditionary.
force halfway around the world to ef-
fect a victory by Marxist
revolutionaries.
As an individual, Andrew Young has
a right to be wrong-headed and
ignorant- of the bloody - history or
communism. • As a private citizen. he _
can say that communism, embodied in,
the state regimes of the Soviet 4Thion,
and its satellites, isn't- a threat. 'As the
ambassador of the United States,%ht
has no right to spout such dangerous
foolishness, which must shake the
confidence of the American people and
other free peoples. It is shocking, in-
deed incredible, that President Carter
retained Mr. Young in office one hour
after he made his statement that the
Cuban forces in Angola "bring a certain
stability and order." The security' of the
United States demands Mr. Young's
instant removal.
The astonishing statement by Mr.
Young is but one of many deeply'
disturbing situations on the national
security front. David S. oBroder, the
respected political analyst for the
liberal Washington Post, vOiced the
concern of many citizens when he
wrote:
••In Washington, the furnblings of the
tedmintstration may be recognized
as no More than the evidence of inex-
perience. But they are deadly serious
dangers to peoplearound the world who
depend on the steadfastness of the
United States.-
OPINICAN PAGE




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Roosevelt High School in Des Moines,
Iowa, has 'become the latest Victim of
the - sexual equality" of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare.
Actually, the casualty was the annual
Valentine Daddy-Daughter Dinner at
the SChool. Since federal civil rights
officials had warned the local school
board to cancel all "discriminatory"
affairs, this year's banquet was an-
nounced as the last.
"What are they going ,to . think of .
"next?" asked a schOOlcOunseler.
- - The president of the schools girls
club added: "I don't see any harm in
doing this for one night. I really think
this-sex diSditnination policy is really -
getting out of hand."
Need we say more?
0+0.
An up to the minute report on prices,
supply, demand and other market
factors for livestock, grain, poultry,
eggs, dairy products, _ fruits,
vegetables, cotton or tobacco, is now
only a telephone call away according to
the U. S. Department of Agriculture's
Southeast Regional information office: -
The USDA. reports that the number of
telephone market news reports has
been growing by leaps and bounds. In
fact, there are now-telephones rigged -
with tape recording devices in over 234
locations across the country - up from
184 last year- so that the latest market
information is on tap for almost anyone
wishing to dial it up.
The reported information is provided
b3i the USDA'S market neWs:ier-viceS
which are usually operate-it,-
cooperatively with state departments
of agriculture. Market news reporters,
with a connecting network of
teletypewriter „lines, work all across the
nation.
In case you're wondering how you
can tap this source of market in-
formation, the numbers to call in
Kentucky are: Livestock, Frankfort.
564-1958. Louisville, 584-6617; Grain,
Louisville, 584-6617, Tobseee,
Lexington, 800-132-9532 (within state
only.
0+0
Mrs. LaVada Phillips of 1000 Poplar
St. sent us a note t)k other day eir."'
'Wetting- her appreciation for, services
provided by the _Icical bus system
operated by the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
Says- Mrs. Phillips: "I would like to'
thank the Murray Transit System kir
the service I received during the recent
bad weather."
We're sure Mrs. Phillips feelings are
shared by many in our community.
0+0
Women are spending more years of
their lives at Work, While men are
spending less, reports the American
Council of Life Insurance.
Women's work-life expectancy has
increased from 15.2 years in 1950 to 22.9
years in 1970, according to government
statistics. During that same period, the
worit-life-rxpectancy of American men
declined from 41.9 years to 41.1 years.
0+0
Man is the only animal which sleeps
when he isn't tired, drinks when he isn't
thirsty', fights when he isn't angry, eats
when he isn't hungry and diets.
- Isn't It The Truth
'Romantic love seldom endures. When
it does, it is steadfast in the face of all
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8 WAYS TO BUY
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price Prices As Shown At Goodyear Servsce Stores
No-Hassle Auto Service Values
'Abe & Oil Change
$488 brand 10 30 rade oilUp to 5 Os of major I $ 68 8
11-
• Complete chassis lubrication & oil changet
eHelpt ensure long wearing parts &
smooth,, quiet performance • Please phone'
for appointment • Includes light trucks
I '
Ask lot our Free Battery Power Check.
• Our rriecharms etec
Ironically fine-tune your
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THREF-POINT PLAY - Murray High's Brett Harcourt goes
inside and scores on a three-point play. Defending are 6-5 Don
Hubbard (42) and 6-8 David Youngblood (32)
(Staff Photos by Mike Brendan)
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
HERTFORD. N.C. tAP —
Billboards at each end of this
tiny town proudly proclaim it
"Home of Jim . 'Catfish'
Hunter," but the New York
_Yankees: right-handed pitcher
still is "Jimmy" to his family
and the townspeople who have
known him all his life.
while 125 acres would be
planted in the-same crops once
the landwas cleared.
He said he borrowed money
for his '110-acre farm from
Finley, and pointed toward
another farm adjoining the
property. "That went with it,
too. There were about 400 and
some acres altogether," he
said. "I was going to pay him
• ., Catfish Hunter is a familiar back $20,000 a year until I got
7ight on teleiiiion screens ir-paid hack. He sent the
.throughout the state in
,eommercials for flea collars
And his favorite chewing
j.abacco.
_ -visitors -quickly -learn
the niekhame was solely the
,kclea of Oakland A's owner
- --Charles 0. Finley and that
- - -.1AuTter-4isearda-it along with - Hunterkontinued.
;his Yankees' pinstripes at the Finley began pressuring
,end of each baseball season. him to repay the loan, Hunter
said, and became more in-
sistent when Hunter told him
he did not htsve the money.
"He gave me the name
"Catfish' when I signed ( with
"'Kansas City)," said Hunter.
l'Usually, when I'm playing
— no matter where I'm at
— when I hear somebody say,
'Jimmy,' I'll turn around and
,go dye? and talk to them. If
they say,' 'Catfish,' I'll just
:throw my hand up and-keep-on
-Walking because they don't
*-know me.
'• "Mostly, I'm just Jimmy
Hunter," he said. "If nobody
. tricws me, I'm better off."
Jealous of his privacy,
'Hunter dislikes making
,personal appearances and
,eagerly returns to the soil of
Perquimans County in nor-
theastern North Carolina
when baseball seasons end.
"I could have made give.or
six personal appearances a
week, right up until I go to
spring training," Hunter said.
"But, I take-about five a year
and that's it. I feel like when I
come, home, it's my- time.
,When I'm playing ball, it's
_their time. When I come
,home, when I'do anything, it's
, because I want to do it. It's not
,because they want me to do
it, • that was it."
What Hunter wants mostl
)
I would still have signed
is to tend his two farms, hunt, "with the Kansas City club,
fish-and be with his family — because they were the only
, his wife and high school club that didn't have any
-iweetheart, Helen; 7-year-old pitching," he said. "They
son. Todd, and 3-year-old
were still trying to build a ball
daughter, Kim. club and I had a better chance
. 'Clad in grimy coveralls,
to make the major leagues
Hunter sat in his pickup truck
quicker. . -
. .and gestured across a wide,
Th
.-flatiteld. 
"e only other place I'd
... ../. 4,444.1446, fann44_,take ever  live the. rest of my life 
besides here would be Kansas
-rare of," he said. "I got
City," he continued. "There's
•A nother farm tip the road here
plenty.bof fishing, hunting and ...
• ',lilt I've got to clear off and
farm land. And the people
'have ditches dug around, so I
around there. when I played,
have to look after that."
treated me so good.
. Hunter said the 110 acres
But. I don't know why,
'.,urrounding his unpretentious -
you'd want to leave here," he
brick home were planted in
... said, referring to his plot near
corn so -beans and, peallUi.b. -VW Tar "n6ttlieastFrn -NorlTi
money down here. I didn't sign
any papers or anything."
- Hunter said he withdrew the
money Finley deposited for
him and paid for the land.
"About three months later,
Finley started calling me.








"The only day he would call
would be the day I was to
pitch," Hunter said. "I had 14
wins going into August — had
an easy chance to win 20
games. In August, he kept on
calling and I didn't win a
game. I won four in Sep-
 iided up winning
18 games. If he-hadn't called
so much, I'd have won 20.
"I had to sell part of the
land," Hunter said. "I
thought, well, maybe I paid
him back by being a free agent
from him."
"I knew I was going to
become a free agent two or
three days before they
released it," he said. -Finley
called and said, 'What will it
take•for you to come back to
me?' I said, 'You get that
farm you made me lose —
about 350 acres — plus give
me $100,000 cash tax-free and
I'll come back to you.' He
laughed. He said, 'Heck, you
ain't going to get that much
money to sign.' I said, 'All
right, I'll just take my chances
and go wherever I want.' And
Carolina shore. If you're a
country boy, this is as much
`c'ouritry as you can get,
because we've got the water.
We've got every kind of
wildlife you can have. You can
do whatever you want to. You
don't have the big cities, but
heck, a country boy ain't used
to a big city no way:
"111 never change," Hunter
saicr. -"People around here
who really know me say
haven't changed. People who
don't ,know me = well, they
really don't know what I'm
like any way." .
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By BOB COOPER ---
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's second-ranked
basketball team is displaying
a rerun of last year with one
good guard creating another.
Just_ a year ago. Kentucky
was 10-10 on the season —
something just not heard of for
the Wildcats 7- and was still
having trouble getting points
out of its guard position.
Only four weeks later,
Kentucky looked unstoppable
in winning the National
Invitation Tournament in New
York and finishing the season
with a 20-10 record, including
victories in the last 10 games.
A big. _factor in the tur-
naround was juniot guard
Larry Johnson, who earlier
in the season showed promise,
but never quite got to the point
where he was a big factor in
Kentucky's games.
Coach Joe Hall explained
the—Thin-0 lit- the tithe'.
"Reggie Warford ( the only
senior on last year's. team
made the difference.He
started playing really well and
that took the pressure off
Johnson," Hall said.
Now it's Johnson's turn.
This season, the 6-foot-3
guard from Morganfield, Ky.,
" is the only senior starter on
the Wildcat squad and he's
paying back what he got last
year. He's giving confidence
to others.
"He's really playing with a




Warford's play last season
was the key his own
emergence as a prime player,
but he isn't at all sure that he
can duplicate the feat.
"I think that we all are
playing with more enthusiasm
and that's what we lacked in
the slump earlier in
season," he said, referring to
a period when the Wildcats
lost their only two games this
year.
'Now, we're enjoying What
we're doing and I think the
reason for the slump was that
we practiced too much during
the Christmas break and were
just tired. ,'
."You can get too much of
anything. For a while there,
we did nothing. but eat, sleep
and, dream basketball,"
Johnson said.
Whether he admits it or not,
he apparently is contributing _
to the Kentucky guard
tradition. His running mate
for most,. of Monday night's
104-78 victory over Florida,
Truman Clator, is improving
by the minute.
"I don't know if he was
kidding or not, but Claytor told
me he has been observing my
play and trying to imitate it,"
Johnson said with a smile.
Ciaytor did just that against
the Gators. He hit seven of
eight field goal shots, cashed
all eight from the free throw
line and handed off two
assists.





Sports at the University of
Arkansas usually is
associated with football ...
-Frank Broyles ... Lance
Alworth ... all those great
Texas-Arkansas matchups.
They are not generally
--associated with a basketball
team with the second-best
record in the natiora, 23-1; a
No. 11 national ranking, and a
Southwest Conference
championship.
"It's a great feeling,
especially at a school that
hasn't won an outright
championship 'since 1941,"
said Arkansas basketball
Coach Eddie Sutton, whose
team wrapped up the SWC
title Tuesday night by beating
Texas Christian 79-64.
"It's a goal that we set,"
said Sutton, "and now we've
achieved it."
Ron Brewer scored 23 points
and Marvin Delph 21 as
Arkansas raised its con-
ference record to 14-0. The
Razorbacks jumped to a 43-24
halftime lead and coasted
home against TCU, which is
winless in 15 SWC games and
3-20 over-all.
The only Major college team
with a record better than
Arkansas, top-ranked San
Francisco, stretched its mark
to 26-0, beating Los Angeles
Loyola 104-65. In othergames
  ranked teams, No. 8
Louisville defeated Tulsa 9147
and No. 12 Minnesota edged
Indiana 65-61.
CenterBill Cartwright hit on
11 of 12 shots from the field
and scored 24 points as San
Francisco clinched the West
Coat Athletic Conference title
by beating Los Angeles
Loyola. The Dons broke open
the game with a 28-4 burst
early in the half and never
were in trouble.
Louisville led just 38-33 at
halftime but outscored Tulsa
23-8 in the first nine minutes of
the second half. Rick Wilson
scored 21 points and Wesley
Cox 19 for the Cardinals, 19-3.
Osborne Lockhart, the Big
Ten's top free-throw shooter,
hit five foul shots in the final
1:33, helping Minnesota, 19-2,
nip Indiana. That raised
Minnesota's Big Ten record to




As Braves' Head Coach
BUFFALO (AP) — The
Buffalo Braves are hoping
seven will be Joe Mullaney's
lucky number.
General Manager Bob
MacK inion of 'tilt Braves
turned over the coaching reins
to Mullaney Tilesday night,
making Buffalo the seventh
pro- team which the 51-year-
old Mullaney has coached.
"I'm just happy Bob had
enough faith in me to give me
the job," said Mullaney, who
joined the Braves of the
National Basketball
Association last month as an
assistant after Tates Locke
was fired as head coach and
MacKinnon took-the job on a
temporary basis. -
"The interim period has
come to a close," said
MacKinnon, who coached the
Braves- -- far seven --games,
including a 126-114 loss to
Washington Tuesday night.
."1'm sure Joe will do a
superior job."
Mullaney, who played with
Bob Cousy at Holy Cross and
helped the team to the NCAA
title in 1947, coached
Providence College for 14
years before beginning his
odyssey through the pro
ranks.
He coached the Los Angeles
Lakers of the NBA in 1970 and
1971, then moved to the
American Basketball
Association, guiding Kentucky
in 1972 and 1973 and Utah in
1974. He coached Memphis in
1975 and moved with that team
to Baltimore following the
close of the season. After the
Baltimore Claws folded, he
took over as -.coach of the
Spirits of St. Louis in the
middle of last season.
His Kentucky team com-
piled a 68-16 record in 1972,
while his Utah squad reached
the playoff final.
''He has some good ideas on
basketball," said MacKinnon.
the Braves have stumbled
to a 19-34, record this season,
incIndinc16-30 under Locke,
who took over after Jack
Ramsay was, fired . following
last season. They have Un-
dergone a host of personnel
changes, dealing off players
like Bob McAdoo, Jim
McMillian, Tom McMillen,
Tom Van Arsdale and Ken
-
The current roster includes
some proven players, in-
cluding forwards Joht
Shumate and Adrian Dant1ey1,-
center George Johnson -md
guard and team captain
Randy Smith.
"The team has settled down
pretty (veil and has some
talented personnel," said
Mullaney. "I hope to put in
some new things offensively."
Mullaney said he has not
been assured of the coaching
job beyond this season. "I'll
just be trying to work Out the
rest of the year the best I
can," he said.
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St. Mary Edges Past [makers
4, .., By MIKE 43RANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Ever take the old jalopy out
for a Sunday afternoon drive
and about the time you got
almost to where you were_
going, discovered you were
about out of gas?
That's about the best way to
describe how Calloway County
lost 66-62 to St. Mary Tuesday
night in the MSU Sports
Arena.
"It was the Poorest display
of basketball I've seen since
Christmas," Laker coach
Robert Slone said of his
team's loss.
Indeed, it was. •
Neither team looked like
they really wanted to win the
game. St. Mary, which hit only.
13 of -35 shots-in the first half,
missed their first nine shots of
the game.
The Vikings missed coun-
tless layups, kicked the ball
around and looked about as-
sloppy as a team could look.
But there' wasonly one thing:
Calloway played worse.
Somehow, St. Mary
- managed to hold a 32,24 lead
at halftime.
The tone of the game was-set
in the first quarter.
Calloway raced to -a 5-0 lead
and appeared on the verge of
having an easy game. But in a
span of six minutes, the
Lakers managed to put only
four points on the board and
with 1:37 left in the period,
Mike. Well& hit on a 10-foot
Jumper to give Calloway a 9-8
lead. •
Both teams _appeared to
awake from the doldrums in ..
the final minute and the
Lakers carried a 14-12 lead
into the second frame.
With 4:05 left in the half,
Wells hit from 10 feet to tie the
game at-20-apieee„ The Lakers
did not score again until 47
seconds were left in the half.
So to make it quite sirnple,
the Lakers played about nine
minutes of the first half
without scoring.
St. Mary scored - the- first
four points of the second half
and upped the lead to 12
points. The largest lead of the
game came with 6:16 left in
the thirdeperiod when David
Scheer hit on a three-point
play to give the Vikings a-41-28
lead.
With two minutes left in the
third frame, the Vikings had a
comfortable 12-point lead
when they began to fall apart
under the Laker press.
And going into the last
quarter, St. Mary held only a
SPORTS
HANDS EVERYWHERE - Randy McCallon of the takers bat-
tles inside for a rebound. Watching are Gaylord Quigley (22)
of St. Mary along with Tommy Futrell (23) of the takers and





- Tomalylvtrelt stole tke Ball and drove the
or two of his 21 points. The basket polled the Labors to
point Jets in the game but Calloway could come no
-53-411stead;
As it was in the third period,
the Vikings scored the first
four points of the last frame to
go up 57-48. Then the Lakers
began to click. -
Wells scored from under,
Futrell hit a 15-footer, Wells
hit two free throws and sud-
denly, with 4:39 left in the
game, it was a 57-54 lead for
St. Mary.
The prettiest play of the
game came with 4:20 left
when Futrell stole the ball off
the .press, drove the middle
and shoveled off a pass to a
breaking Mike Wells who hit
the bucket and St. Mary led
only 57-56.
With a minute lift, it was
still a one-point St. Mary lead,
-63-62, when the Vikings were
called- • for a five-second
violation. Calloway got the tip
but with 41 seconds left,
Ronnie Scheer came up with a
big steal and drove toward the
bucket but he missed the shot.
However, Jeff Riedfort tipped
in the ball and the Vikings led
65-62.
The Lakers came down, put
up a shot and committed a foul
in the battle for the offensive
rebound. Ronnie Scheer hit
one of two free throws to make
it 66-62.
-The Lakers wrapped up
defeat when they came back
down and turned it over. St.
Mary got the ball with 17
seconds left and simply
passed it around until time
expired.
."1 thought we had a bad
game at Tilghman but at least
we hustled," Slone said.
"I don't think we realized
we were getting beat until it
was too late to do something
about it. If we would have
played just an average game,
we would -have won," Slone
added.
Back in November, the
teams met in a jamboree at
Carlisle County and the
Lakers got a two-point win.
"They fooled me back then.
1 felt at that time they could
play. We had problems with
them defensively. They took it
to the basket and hit the
boards hard. They've had a lot
of close games and in pressure
situations, that's always an
advantage," Slone added.
Junior forward Jimmy
Lamb was only able to play for
about five minutes.
Sophomore Ricky Garland
started in his place but
received a cut lip early in the
game.
"I only let Lamb play to get
back in the swing of things.
And when Garland got the cut,
that sort of put a damper on
him for the night," Slone
added.
Each team had 38 rebounds.
Wells had 14 for the Lakers
while senior David Scheer had
12 for St. Mary and sophomore
Ronnie Scheer grabbed nine.
Both teams shot poorly from
the field. Calloway hit on 24 of'
62 for a .387 mark while the
Vikings hit at a 40 per cent
pace on 26 or 65.
St. Mary placed four men in-
double digits with Riedfort
hitting for 17 while David
Scheer added 14. For the
Lakers, Wells hit a game-high
25 while Futrell tossed in 21
points.
St. Mary improves its
record to 9-10 while the Lakers
fall to 19-12.
Calloway will have all the
competition it needs Friday






7 3 1 17
IrDinatin.Scheer 
5 0 3 10
3 6 2 14
D'mueller 2 2 1 6
G 6 0 3 12
Totals
. 
whim 26 14 11 661,._
. . . . -16-1L-1/-11)---
Olive
FuWegll 
'2 5 4 9
10 5 4 23
94cCallon 
9 3 2 21
ll ' 
1 1 0 3
Darne 
Lamb 
1 0 4 2
 0020   
Lockhart 0 0 2 0
Garland 1 0 0 2
24 14 16 62
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GET BACK OVER HERE Mike Wells grabs
which is about fo fly beyond his reach. Wells scored 15 points
and hod 14 reboolds u the Laken loss to St. Mari,
• • (Sten Moses by Miss Ilroeie)
for a rebound







it can TRAP you! -
BOTH VISUAL AND AUDIO SIGNALS
WARN YOU ON APPROACHING RADAR
• Easy installation - Plugs into lighter
• No antenna or special wiring required
• Operates' up to 10 times the range of ,radar
• Sensitive to both stationary and moving radar.












maker brews 10 cups in just











Variety of Hoovtr vacuum
bags to cho.9se from.
H12606/7/13371/ 16445/6





MOTOR OIL 49 ,
Change your, oil now and
\savel All cl Mate, heavy .duty Va voline motor oil.
Limit: 6 Quarts 10W40
RI AR
Weigh! 31" th` Is- 12"
1-irechamher aLLepts up to 30- logs
Will heat approvmatelL 2.000
square feet
NIANt..‘ Fil•AR
NA, eLghi 345 lb,: \
FoLcliamber accept, up to 24- 1g.
Will beat appr,ournatel 1.500
square feet
8;18N HI -SR
Weight 245 Ihs s .71 -
ireiharuher aecepts up to Is-
_Will twat approsimatelc 1.000
square ledt
Rated Number





*Contemporary styling, four colors II
different bands.
• Five time functions
• single command button







with BUILT-IN HOME INTERCOM
Communication outside and inside you! home! 3-position switch
permits monitoring through intercom or PA. 23 channel lighted
dial, noise limiter switch Requires optional base module for home
use Includes CB radio, antenna, PA speaker. SX007P K
of
Change monthly to improve efficiency of
your furnace/central air conditioning
system-you'll save fuel (and money!) in the
process. Popular sizes, all 1" thick. CPB 1075
20" X 25" 14"X,25" 16" X 20" 14" X20"



























Designed for hobbyists, craftsmen. 77
Use in building, repairing models,
miniature furniture, antiques. 245
GRO*IIARIUM
12" X Wi X 11/2"
197
A plaht hospital in your own
hiline!.....G_re.at for. nurcing_sick
ants or starting seeds. Electric:
heated soil flat; dome. GV-6
24X 18 X 7*". GV- 1 2
DEFLECT-0
AIR DEFLECTOR
-MI& of clear plastic. De-
flects hot air down. Saves
on fuel bills. Held by
_ .magnota. CPR 1077F
.. •
•
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WHERE'S THE SADDLE - Andrea Perry isn't very happy obout this call.'David Youngblood of
the Cardinals is on Perry's back and is also reaching around. But it was called.° jump ball. Wat-
ching are Lindsey Hudspeth (behind Perry), Raymond Sims (10) and Don Hubbard (to Sims' right),












Ledger & Times Sports Editor.
Back in late November,
before the basketball seal
was underway, the t
around the FirseRegion was
Mayfield would be the tea-MU--
beat.
The talk may prove to be
right.
• The tall and talented Car-
dinals battled to the wire
Tuesday night in the Murray
State, Sports Arena ,,before
dropping a 76-74 game to
-Morre!..44t
Mayfield struggled through
Dtcember and in one game,
lost by 30 points to Lone Oak.
But since that time, the
eardinats -have recettrect-
improved guard play and-6-8
--David--
4162,59 win -at Mayfield. The.
win Tuesday marked the
fourth consecutfve time over a
two-year span the Tigers have
defeated Mayfield 'and of
course, counting football, five.
_-.Football-might have had a
little bit to do with it, as far as
getting the fans fired iup.
Mayfield began a little chant
in the third period, reminding
Murray High who had gone to
the state football cham-
pionship game.
And in addition. Myyfield
began a "Hangs,ft lip
Murra " yell as the'Liardirrals -
held a one-point 1eAdlnidw.-ay.,
through the third period. That
fired up the Tigers fans, which
.retra.. helped-- lire-tip-the
Withjess than three miout... 
Youngblood has develoPed left -in the third •Perkid. Bill
into_an_outstanding player.
"They _ are _a __vastly__ Un-
proved, team - High-
coach Cary Miller said.
"They are so big, it's just
hard to match up with them.
But our little midgets can
jump fairly well," Miller
added.
Last month, the Tigers took
'Ballard Remains
Itop.r..age _Ratings
new challenger for top honors
Munbeaten Elizabethtown.
Elizabethtown, 16-0, moved
up one spot to second this
week after dispatching three
o,poitents last -wee .Ttye
Panthers replace Ashland,
which suffered its first loss of















Entire Stock of Winter





Pop Stars, Classics $1 99
Many Pleading Recording Artists
P. N. HIRSCH a. CO.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
near rnidcourt and drove for aLouisville Ballard remains
bucket. Then with 4:02, left inatop the weekly Associated
the game, SI111, again stole the.Press high school basketball
ball He dribbled down courtratings, but the Bruins have a
and fired off a pass to Lindsey
Hudspeth ;vho hit the basket to
make. it 67-59. -
Rut Hudspeth was called for
a charging tool and on the
same , David _ W-y_att
cashed inwo free throws for
D.la field and the Tigers held a
67-61 lead with 3:49  left. 
The play of the game
Lexington Henry Clay.
"That_ _10 eat dropped
Ashland tWo Spots to fourth in luttArldrea- P-ef*---withTh -reed
pas, inside. Perry_.- _went upthis week's ratings and earned
t 0-8_Youpgb.lpoc.l_and-Henry -Clay:the No; 7-ranking. - - °Y42-r
5 Lon Hubbard. The ball fell inBallard, 20-2 collected 11 of
an: a foul was called: The
ree-point play made it a 70-
Tiger lead.
Murray still had a com-
fortable 75-68 lead but with 58
seconds left, the margin was
cut to five as Wyatt hit two
free-thibis. -
Then with 44 seconds left,
McHugh got trapped and when
he tried to find an opening,
was called for a charging foul.
The Cardinals worked the ball
taside to Youngblood and he
scored with 35 seconds left to
make it 75-72.
Brett Harcourt hit the first
a bonus with 16 seconds left
aLi.gjyse Murray a 76-72 edge.
His second shot fell off. The
Tigers missed a tip and
Mayfield quickly got the ball.
down the floor. With five
seconds left,. 6-3 Joey Shelton
scored and it was 76-74.
Mayfield took a timeout
then came back out and
committed a foul. Gilliam
-went to the line for the bonus
McHugh hit a 15-footer and the
Tigers stretched the lead to 50-
47. Thertfree throws by Frank
Gilliam and McHugh stret-
ched the lead to seven at 5447.
At the end of the quarter,
Murra held a 56-51 edge.
Midway through the final
quarter. McHugh hie on a
drive to give Murray a 63-59
lead Then n)1nao1  :e 
defense 
the . T i g e dr s ' Cardinals.an sticky mt _
fullcourt press began to take
i
Senior guard Raymond
Sims came up with a big steal
15 first place votes and -145
points to outdistance
Elizabethtown, which earned
three first place votes and 125
points.
Shelby County, fourth last
week, mpved up to third on the
strength of one first place vote
and 122 points, while Ashland
garnered 112 points.























HARD MAN TO STOP - Mayflehrt 64 Ihnild Younglitwid--
goes up high to shoot the boll over 6-4 Andrea Perry (33). Both
Perry antYoungblood scored 19 points. Watching the action is
Raymond Tints (10) of the Tigers.
bu' -missed. The Cardinals
managed to get off a 60-foot
desperation shot that fell far
short of the basket.
"It Wasn't a classic game,"
Miller said.
-We didn't really play that
well. Gilliam had a sprained
ankle and we really didn't
know how much Ite could go."
,Perhaps the key was the
- man-to-man defense in the
second half, a switch from the
zone the Tigers used in- the
first two Periods.
at smith the a^
force-them to-shoot outside."
Miller said.
-We achieved it for a while
but then we started-1011113rg
arotunr- Miller added.-
Six times in the first half,
ihe_score___was tied, before
Murray forged to a 34-33 lead
at intermission. _
Mayfield's_ last lead of the
:game_ came with 4.13 lett. in
the third period when Hub-
bard hie two free throws to
boost the Cardinals in front 44-
34. But with3-:56 left, Sims hit
on a three-point play and the
Tigers never trailed again.
Youngblood, who had an
outstanfAing all-around game,
biased in 19 points as did
'Hubbard while Shelton added
13.
For Murray High, the 64
Perry fired in 19 points while
Sims had 15, Hudspeth 14. and
McHugh 13.
to—
with fouls all evening.
McHugh fouled out late in the
final minute and 'four other
Tiger players all had four
fouls.
Mayfield hit on 28 of 53 from
the field-for- a-,goon .5211 clip-
Mayfield while,- Hubbard'
pulled down 10. For the
Tigers, Perry had - 12- and'
Hudspeth 10.
- Mayfield falls to 134 with
the loss while Murray, now 13-
3 on the campaign, will try to
avenge an earlier loss when
they meet top-rated Symsonia
Friday night in the MSU •
Sports Arena. .
Mayfield
fg it pi sp
Hubbard . 6 7 3 19
Shelton 6 0 0 12
Youngblood . 9 1 4 9-----
7 tile...
Ifill 4 0 2 II •
1 3 2 5
nCtresrls 29 ii 20 74
Mandy
fit ft pi tp
S_ _S 4 19
McHugh 4 5 •S 13 .
Gilliam 3 0 4 6
Hudspeth-  -- _ 7.- 0- 4.44 - - -
- while vIurrayc7onneeted on 29 Richar 
.
dson 1 0 1 2
Perry. t 3 4 19
Totals 29 III 25 79
Mayfield 15 Ii 113 23-74
Murray 19 1111 _39-,79_
of 59 kr a .492 pace.
4' Both clubs had 34 rebounds.





OF JACKET, 2 PR. PANTS,
REVERSIBLE VEST . . .
Check It Out
It s o perfer• around ward -
'robe' Sohd c,i0 hei,Tar.zed
doublekn,t siof ks and -sinactly
checked slarl,s f --,r a spoctoer
look •
All permoren, press and
wrInkle shedd,no,The cock
ethos brassy but.ohs 210,1
or fancy lonfng
Reversible has
- brassy butfvs" .
ha 
tons checked s.de







- A-togetnet- keel. Jet- deyttme trav-
el or anytime Permanent press
wrinkle resistant and the locket
and vest are impresso:rely.lined
I% aster
- ins
-2-6uflan classic  cut rocket wZi-G ten-






















USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN! NO SERVICE CHARGE!
P.N.HIRSCH & CO..
•••
Olympic Plaza Open 9.30 to 800 Daily 12:5 Sunday
-
•
Otte Metes by Mee Braddiej
Olympic Plaza Murray
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SUPER MARKET
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.















Chicken of the Sea
TUNA 61/2 oz.  65'
Heinz Kosher
DILL SPEARS 24 oz.  654
PEAS
16 os.













CHILI With Beans  15 oz. 394



























  200 ct. 494
 9 oz. 694
Pillsbury















3 lb. Bag 754





Coffee 1 lb. Can













THE TIMES, Wednesday MU Feb/vary
Passengers Complaining Record NtiEmbers
RRAY, Ity llOGER 111  16, 1977
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
•,Airline pissengers are
complaining in " record




other shortcomings in service.
The board received a record
16,124 consumer complaints in
_ 4976, a 35 per cent increase
over 1975. The previous -record
Was 15,720 in 1974.
Iteservatiofis - related
problems led the list of
complaints With 2,504. Some
1.192 came from ticket-holding_
passengers upset when they
were denied seats because the
airline had overbooked their
flights. . 4.••
Baggage complaints to CAB
totaled 2,014 last year, with
1,322 for lost or damaged
luggage and 441 for delay,.
-foine .1,519 - coniPlaints con-
cerned confusion over dif-
ferent price plans and 1,229
letter-writers were upset
about late flights.
But the agency said the
volume .of complaints it
handles is not necessarily a
valid gauge of any change- in
the quality of airline service
or airline responsiveness to
passenger problems.
For on thin; the beard
pointed out in a statement, it
has not determined whether
all the complaints were valid.
A CAB spokesman noted
most passenger grievances
are made to airlines, not to the
-hoard. He attributed the
increase in 1976 complaints to _
CAlfkimarily to "heightened
- public awareness of the
existence of the board's
consumer activities."' —'
A spokesman -for the Air
Transport Association, which
represents the airlines,
contended that the CAB
complaints do not mean
service has deteriorated.
"The CAB's- office of
consumer advocate has been
most aCtive in the Iastyear,"
he said.it has been • more
publicized and has en-
contaged -those who thaight
they we i* !wronged to write
letters."
The ATA spokesman ;aid
another factor in the over-all
rise in Complaints was that 10
million more passengers frew
out of U.S. airports in 1976
than 1974. Th4cornplaints to
the CAB represent fewer than
three passengers per 141p,000
boaEc. he said. „.
He' noted 'that in one
category, service general,
.:7-4U4znplaints. actually
decreased 26 per cent .from
1975 to 1976.
The complaints about
-overbooking result from the
widespread industry practice
Of_ selling "confirmed
reservations" on a flight to
more customers than there
•
are seats. .The conipantes„saY... _
they must do this to corn-
-ptnsate for air travelers who
make" reservations -they don't -
keep. -
The Supreme Court last
year upheld a deciiion that
Allegheny Airliips had to pay
Ralph Nader $25,000 for
bum-ping hint troM- - it
Washington to Hartford.
Conn.. flight in 197127* •
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-Fer effortless free-spoof bait -casting now wfth-
oversize power handle which allows 22% greater
fighting power.
Corrosion-resisting silver satin finish. Ultra
light aluminum arbor spool. Self-lubricating discs
for smooth drag pressure; contoured Hydro
Thumb- anri•barklasis control. Machined bronze





Steam lyres ars the





































All the prices in































Family Size 6 oz. Tube.
.794
Casting Rod
White blank, maroon windings with
'black trim. Stainless steel guides 6
tip top. lightning plunger handle.







Uncle Jeff's Health & Beauty Aids Prices Are Good Thru Sun.
Temporary relief from arthritis, bursitis,
rheamatism, mescular aches.




Plastic Strips No. 5627
Sheer Strips No. 4630
Value Pack 70 Bandages.'































For Baby and you- think of










Choice of Regular or Super.














Provides up to 24 holir
relief of halal congestion
1511ft ,























5 ft mast 
$
o 11  697
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Mason Wilson of 506 South
Sixth Street, Murray, died
Tuesday at 12:30 p. mat the
Westview Nursing Home. He
as 79 years of age.
The deceased was born
September 23, 1897, to the late
Albert Wilson and Mattie
Osborn Wilson.
Mr. Wilson is survived by
• his wife, Mrs. Grace Wilson,
Murray: one daughter, Mrs.
Imogene Lamlx,, 1405 Vine
Street, Murray; one son, Billy
Wilson, Dearborn, Mich.; one
brother, Sanders Wilson,
Tampa, Fla.; seven grand-
children; six great grand-
thttftt en
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
Mt. Pleasant United
Methodig Church with burial
to follow in the church
ceineterY with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call.
Pallbearers will be Preston
Perry, 'Otis -Wilson, Danny
Workman, Harvey Ellis, John
Lax, and Clint Enoch.
Funeral Thursday
For Mrs. Simmons
Funeral services for Mrs. Church congregations in
Katie Simmons of 102 North Kentucky.
Sixth Street, Murray, will be
treld Thursday at two-p:m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Simmons, age 82, died




December 28, 1963. She was a
member of the First Baptist
Church, Murray. •
Survivors, are, ,two
daughters, Mrs. Ted Thorn,
Houbstadt, Ind., and Mrs.
Everett BuCy, St. Louis, Mo.;




Dr. lames Moak Speaker First Steps To Safeguard Privacy Taken
For Revival At Church
The Rev. Dr. James A.
Moak of Lexington will be the
guest speaker for the Revival
'77 to be held by the First
Christian Church ( Disciples of
Christ) starting Sunday,
February 20, and continuing
through Tuesday, February
22. Services will be at 7;00
p.m. nightly.
Dr. Moak is general
minister of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ)
17;
Dr. James A. Moak
ln Kentucky, a position he has
held since July 1, 1957. The
Christian Church In Kentucky
is designed to serve the needs
--0? mai,- Man 3D0 Christian
Mrs. Minnie Sykes
Dies Here Today; .
Funeral Is Friday
Mrs. Minnie Sykes of 818
Hurt Drive, Murray, died this
morning at 2:20 at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 85 years of age.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Louie A. Sykes who
died December 30, 1937. She
was a retired seamstress for
the Boone Lanudry arid
Cleaners and was a member
of the First Baptist Church.
Born My 15, 1891, in Stewart
County, Tn., she was the
daughter of the late Willis
-Spiceland and Mary Ida
Elizabeth Herndon Spiceland.
Mrs. Sykes is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Orvin
(Mary ) Hutson, Murray; two
▪ sons, Cleo Sykes, Murray, and
L. A. Sykes, Garden, City,
Mich.; stepmother, Mrs.
Jessie Spiceland, Dover, Tn.:
half brother, Lathan
Spiceland, -Dover, Tn.; eight
grandchildren; ten great
grandchildren.
One brother, Jaek Spiceland
of Murray, died January 26.
The funeral will be held
Friday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Grandsons
will serve as pallbearers and
burial will follow in the
Wofford Cemetery in Stewart
County, Tn
Friends may call at the




The Alford Chapter No. 445
Order of the Eastern Star will
have a Smorgasbord‘on
Sunday, February 20, with
serving to start at one p.m. at
the Masonic-Lodge in Aurora,
located at', Highway 68 and
Union Ridge Road.
Costs for the meal will be
$2.50 for adults and $1.75 for
children. The public is invited
to attend, a ch'apter
spokesman said.
SAME NAME
The Rick Nance indicted*
the Calloway County Grand
Jury is not the James Ricky
( Rick) Nance, formerly of
Lowes, who presently lives at
305 S. 15th Street.
•
Prior to his present position,
Dr Moak Served ás pastor for
fifteen years with con-
gregations at. Lee, Scat, and
Jefferson counties in Ken-
tucky and at the First
Christian Church in
Maysville. He has also served
as state evangelist of
Mississippi Christian Chur-
ches and for two years served
as president of the Unified
Program of Christian Chur-
ches of Kentucky.
Dr. Moak is a graduate of
Transylvania University,
received his B.D. degree from
Lexington Thmological
Seminary, and the honorary
D. D. from Transylvania
University. During the 1975
, General Assembly at San
Aritonio, TeXas,T1r. Moak was
elected to serve as. the
Moderator of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ)
In the U.S.A. and Canada for a
two year term, 1975-77.
Sermon topics by Dr. Moak
will be "G2.d's Hiiman
Resources" and -Did Christ
Come Too Soon," Sunday
morning and Sunday evening,
"The Twenty-Ninth Chapter of
Acts," Monday evening, and
"Turning Hope Into History,"
Tuesday evening.
Monday at 7:00 a.m. a
prayer breakfast will be held
at the Holiday Inn.
The chard' pastor, the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos, invites the




Gasoline prices started rising
late last month and will
probably continue to rise
through the summer, oil in-
dustry experts say.
Last year at this time,
prices were falling, as they
often do once the summer
vacatioli driving peak is past.
But crude oil and refinery
labor casts have gone up this
winter, and the Federal
Energy Administration has
relaxed its - regulation 'nu
passing on the costs to con-
sumers.
In the past two weeks, retail
prices of regular and
premium grades containing
lead have risen just under a
half-cent a gallon on average
nationwide, according to the
Lundberg Survey Inc., which
monitors prices at about 20,000
service stations across the
country.
And Lundberg says the
nationwide average retail
price of unleaded gasoline has
risen more than six-tenths of a
cent per gallon.
Industry analysts think
gasoline prices will rise
another 3 cents this year on
average. The increase will be -
greatest for unleaded fuel,
which costs more to make and
for which demand is growing.
Each penny per gatlon
increase costs motorists about
$1 billion a year.
The retail increases so far
reflect Wholesale price hikes
on all major brands of leaded
gasoline of about 1 cent a
gallon since Feb 1, the
Lundberg firm says.
The hike in the wholesale
price of unleaded has been
higher — between 1.5 cents
and 3 cents a gallon —
depending on the brand.
Oil companies can raise
prices only if their costs go up.
Last November, the FEA
says, the oil industry had
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today f urnished to the Ledger &
Tim's by I M Simon Co are as follows
Industrial Avg   4-5 15
Airco  30k. •
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Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp . of -.
Murray. are as follows
•
Heublein Inc. ..... .4.6r:14
McDonalds Cap
Ponderosa Systems 
Kimberly (lark T 
Union Carbide •
W. R Grace 29.4 we
Taxmen nunc




Jun Walters .. . 35.1. uric
Kirsch  1411. 4,44
Disney . 39.s 
"I'
Franklin Mini 2314 -14
)214 14,
  35 4-
accumulated some $763
million in costs that hadn't
been passed on in higher
prices.
Since then, the Organization
of. Petroleum Exporting
Countries has raised the price
of its crude oil, mid this high-
priced oil is now moving
through U.S. refineries.
In addition, higher wages
have been granted refinery
workers under labor contracts
signed in January.
•The increases for unleaded
gasoline can be traced to a
change in price regulations by
the FEA on Feb. 1.
Oil companies had been
required to spread price hikes
evenly over all grades of
gasoline. Now they can pass
on costs by raising prices on
individual grades.
Unleaded gasoline is more
costly because additional
refining is needed and more of
the raw product naphtha is
used in the process.
Output. . .
( Continued from Page 1)
all trash were so converted,
would be an amount of energy
equivalent to 219 million
barrels of oil annually.
The combustible waste
products generated per year
in Calloway County contain
the energy in 30,700 barrels of
oil.
However, such conversion is
not feasible, economically,
except in densely populated
areas, notes the EPA, because
of the expensive installations
needed and the huge flow of
trash required for efficient
operation.
Some communities have
solved the problem by joining
together to operate a con-
version plant in common.
Each brings its waste







•Mrs. Donna J. Stevenson
and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Calvert
City, Patricia A. McKinneY,
Rt. 3 - Box 45-A, Murray,
Bryan K. McKinney, Rt. 3-Box
45-A, Murray, Mrs. Marsha C.
Phillips, Gen. Del., Hardin,
Miss Diedre R. Rogers, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Miss Rose L. Herndon,
Rt. 3 - Box 424, Murray, Miss
Anna M. Fox, Box 22, Dexter,
Miss Kemberley D. Owen. Rt.
2, Puryear, Tn.,' Miss Linda A.
Guthrie, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Vernita Blanton, 1041  Spruce,
Murray, Miss Leigh A. Carter.,
800 Olive 'Murray, Joe P.
I Ward, .212 N. th., Murray,43 -14
603/4 Joseph M. Beane, Rt. 6,
Murray, Odell Lamb, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Joe E. Seaveri,-Rt. 1-
Box 132, Murray, Richard
Vidmer, 1108L2 Elm, Murray,
Mrs. Sudie Morton, 1609 Loch
Lomond, Murray, Guy E.
Wynn, Box 484, Pals, Tn.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
The first steps for additional
safeguards, of pees-offal
privacy have been taken by a




distribution of names and
addresses by a public agency
for commercial purposes.
The Commission on Stored
Information and Personal
Privacy is considering
proposed changes in the new
Open Records Act.
The group, consiting of four
legislators and three citizens,
is concerned about sales by
the state to profit-making
.organizatiens.
It approved new language in
the statute which would read:
"An individual's name and`
address may not be
distributed for commercial
purposes, sold or rented by a
public agency unless such
action is specifically
authorized by statute." .
There is one exception—the
names and addresses of
persons seeking -licenses for
professions can be supplied
for educational puposes. '
Thus, if an accounting
school wanted the names of
potential students in this state,
it could obtain them.
Mike Greer. a Legislative
Research Commission staffer,
said failure to list that
exception has hindered .or
blocked enactment of privacy
laws in other states.
However, the commission
found that the proposed limit
on sales of listings would not
necessarily achieve the ob-
jective.
The practice of. selling
Kentucky drivers' records
to insurance corn-
parties—handled by the state
Division of Driver Licen-
sing—was brought up. The
practice is not authorized by
statute and seemingly would
be banned if the prpposed
changes become law in the
19713 legislature.
However, some members
pointed out that under the
°pee Records Act, insurance
firms can legally obtain the
data.
Such a limit also would hot
affect sales of voter names,
addresses and precincts,
which a statute authorizes.
The secretary of state's office
County Schools To
Be In Session
The Calloway County School
System has announced that
Friday, February 18 and
Friday, March 18 will be
regular school days in the
county schools. .
These' two days were listed
previously as in-service days
for the teachers; hover in-
service was held during the
bad weather when the school
buses were unable to make
their runs, according to the
county sthool officials.
sells the data.
Sen. David Karem, D-
Louisville, the commission*
chairman, said the ultimate
goal is to- limit the use of




to strengthen secrecy of
names on public rolls when
such data is not. already
available.
For example, it added
"personal information
systems" to records listed by
the law.
And it called for "policies
and procedures to insure the
security (of information
systems) and to protect the
privacy of the individual."
Another proposer approved
ivOiad allow an agency to
write regulations guarding
privacy. Only the Department
of Finance and Ad-
ministration currently is
authorized to do so.
Karem said the privacy
commission plans a public
',tearing soon.
STAG NIGHT
. The regular monthly men's
stag night will be held at the
Murray Country Club Thur-
sday beginning at 6 p.m.
Committee members are




Federal State Market News Service
February 16,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: An. 59$ EM 400 -Barrows &
Gilts mostly .50 lower Sows steady .50
/ewer
1.16 1-2 350-230 lb.. $40.25-40.75
EIS 1-3 200-240 lb. $40.011-40.Z
US 2-4240-200 lb.. 536.25-46.00
US 3-4 350-290 lb.. 530.25-3925
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501bs. 532.5043.00
US 1-3590459 lb.. 533.00-34.00
US 1-3400459 lb.. 534.00-34.50




Perhaps you were "snowed 
in" and missed the sale. 
Or perhaps you lost a few
days' pay because of the 
weather. Either way, here's 
good news. We're ex-
tending our sale anOra 5 
days, through Feb. 22. And 
we're offering you a
:0621 deferred payment 
plan. Buy now and wait AO 
days to make your first
monthly payment! (There's a 













You get brilliant, lifelike color plus XL-100
reliability with many deluxe features. Auto-
matic Fine Tuning to pinpoint the c,..rect
signal. 100% solid state chassis. Black matrix





See these new XL-100 Specials too!
MASTERCRAFTED CONSOLES WITH
ACCUMATIC IV PUSH-BUTTON CONTROL
Model GA 744




Both of these new decorator consoles give you
RCA's- Veal XL-100'performance and features
plus AccuMatic IV push-button control of color,
tint, brightness and contrast. Automatic Fine
Tuning pinpoints and holds the correct broad-
































The Murray Ledger & Times Winter Weather So Far Has Been
Coldest-Since Founding Of NationSectrott t)— I
FBLInvestigating Multimillion
WASHINGTON r AP , -
This winter's frigid weather in
the eastern two-thirds of the
country So far has been the -
coldest "since the founding of
Dollar- Racket Of Exported Aut 0eWeather Service says.th Republic," the National '




who allegedly buy new cats in
Massachusetts, then report
them stolen and ship them
through New York for inflated
resale in Africa.
The agency has-warned one
of the nation's largest car-
credit firms to watch out for
the purported scheme.
The thanaians allegedly
involved come to the United
States as tourists,
businessmen and students,
law enforcement and trade
sources say. They allegedly
report the cars stolen to avoid
payment and collect
insurance or skip out on
- installment payments, ac-
cording to the sources.
On the West African black
market, new and recent
vintage cars in the six-
cylinder category can bring
up to $40,000- in Ghanaian
currency, cedis,. at official
exchange rates.
The FBI here confirmed it is
investigating. tbe purported
scheme but refused to divulge
details.
The Associated Press
learned the FBI has warned
the giant Ford Motor Credit
Corp., finance wing of the
Ford Motor Co., of the pur-
ported scheme. That firm, in
turn, has cautioned dealers in
the Northeast to tighten
procedures for selling cars to
Africans, according to Tom
Foote, a company
remsentative at Ford
headquarters , in, Dearborn.
Mich.
Trade sources, many of
whom wished to remain
unidentified, claim the_ par-
j,orted scheme has also sur-
faced in California, where
cars are driven to Corpus
Christi, Texas, for shipment to
Africa.
Some in the financing trade
said Massacfiusetts was a
target because its strict
consumer laws make it dif-
ficult for agencies to refuse
credit. Also, they said they
fear the Ghanaians allegedly
involved in the purported
scheme would say they were




CADIZ, Ky. ( AP) —
Construction may begin this
summer on a $1.5 million mini-
mall and shopping center on
this city's east side.
The project is sponsored by
15 Trigg County businessmen,
who said that final lease
negotiations and financial
security still have to be
finalized.
Persons who finance
automobiles with intent to
avoid payment violate federal
banking regulations and face
two years imprisonment and
$5,000 fines if convicted, the
FRI said.








O'Brien said the line tried to
guard against shipping cars
reported stolen and not 'fully
paid for by demanding title,
registration and auto serial
numbers before departure.
But investigator Richard
Daley of the Massachusetts
Registry of Motor Vehicles
said the line's procedures
would not necessarily prevent
shipment abroad of cars not
fully paid for. '
Scotia Investigation
Enters Second Phase
OVEN FORK, Ky. (AP) —
In jpvestigation into the two
explosions at the Scotia Coal
Co.'s No. 1 mine last March
has entered its final phase
after three five-member
company crews reached the
point of the blasts.
Ray Ross, a federal Mining
Enforcement and Safety
Administration ( MESA) of-
ficial, • said Tuesday it will
probably take another month




section of the southeastern
Kentucky mine in which 26
men died in the two ex-
plosions. Fifteen men were
killed March 9 when methane
gas exploded in the Letcher
County mine; 11 other men,
including ,three MESA in-
spectors, were killed in a
similar. blast two days later
while repairing damage from
the-first aplosion, -
Ross said crews found the
No More Holiday
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has
eliminated George
Washington's birthday as a
holiday for state employes
next Monday. _
Xarroll's office said the
governor considered the
seriousness of the winter
situation and noted that state
- workers atzady are on a four
day week tAtnserve fuel.
The governor said it
wouldn't be in the public in-
-terest to have a three-day
week.
Mayor Files Claim
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ) —
Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane and his wife have filed
a $385.75 claim against the city
for loss of property.
The Sloane's car was towed
to the city impoundment lot
after Mrs. Sloane was ticketed
for parking in a no parking
zone.
When friends went to claim
the car, they found it sitting on
its axles. The wheels and tires
had been stolen.
Gov. Julian Carroll kicks off the 1977 Kentucky Heart
Fund.. Campaign. Assisting him are state Atty. Gen,
Robert F. Stephens (left),. Kentucky campaign chairman,
and Patricia Oellar, 1977 Heart Princess. Miss Bella', 12,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bellar of Oil Springs, had
a complicated form of congenital heart disease but un-
derwent open heart surgery and recovered to lead a
normal life. Volunteers wilt visit homes in the Com-
monwealth on Heart Sunday, Feb. 27.
first 800 feet of the section
"mainly black" from the force
of explosions. He said ven-
tilation stoppings were blown
Recovery crews stopped
after 800 feet and set up
ventilation controls before
continuing the exploration,
Ross said_ The next step is to
disconnect batteries on
equipment in the section, he
added.
One of the batteries, which
powers an air compressor for
brakes on a mine locomotive,
has been speculated as the
ignition source of the methane
gas explosions.
MESA officials said the
methane level in the section
now is too high for an ex-
plosion to occur.
After the second explosion
last March, - federal -officials
ruled out a rescue attempt for
the final ,11 victims and or-
dered the mine sealed to
prevent the possibility of
another blast. The mine was
reopened last July and crews
dug through the rubble and
high water ,to remove the
bodies of the 11 victims.
After that, crews began a
systematic inspection of the
mine, ventilating_ 1,000-foot
sections before moving on.
Progress has been slow but
steady as crews slowly moved
some 3,2 miles to the site of
the explosions.
Now that investigators have
reached the scene, the area
will be combed for possible
clues into the cause of the two
explosions.
MESA, which held hearings
in nearby Whitesburg shortly
after the explosions, said it
plans another round of
hearings in -that Letcher
county town after. the t ine
investigation is complete. 
The Weather Service
reached that conclusion on
Tuesday, drawing from
government records dating
back to about 1800 and from
earlier "diaries, garden
books, insurance records —
wherever people wrote down
the temperature, one
forecaster said.
The average Jeroverat ar.e.5 _
last month in the East and
Midwest were the lowest for
any Januars on record. The
average reading in the East
was 25 1 degrees, slightly
chillier than the - previous
record, 25.3, registered in
1857. In the Midwest, last
month's average was 11.3
degrees, well below the 12.9
degreesin 1857.
Means bile, another
government agency said the
severe weather helped push
industrial production down in
January by the biggest
margin in nearly two years.
The Federal Reserve Board
said output of the nation's -
-IN ors, -faetories-nnerutihries.----
slumped 1 per cent last month,
"reflecting lost production
due to especially cold weather
and natural gas shortages,
especially in the latter half of
the month.•'
Industrial production is a
key to creating jobs in the
economy and the January
drop interrupted what
economists , had hoped would
be a stead and healthy: ex-
parvitin of the economy from
the doldrums that .set in last
anSTSTI. • -
Further clleclines in in-
dustrial output are expected in
February because of the cold
weather, the board said.
The Weather Service has
forecasf colder than normal
temperatures in the East and
Midwest for February.
If that prediction holds up,
the service said, this winter
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14 Plus to 24 Plus
BUY NOW LAYAWAY FOR NEXT FALL!
Minnens Murray - Be! Air Center, Open Nights & Sundays
.. •
A haltEpound of ours
nukes as much as
two pounds of theirs
An 8-oz. .jar of Taster's Choice Freeze-Dried Coffee makes
120 (6-oz.) cups of coffee. That as much coffee as yO-u'd get
from to pounds of ground roast following recommended
serving directions of the leading national brands).
And since you make Taster's Choice by the cup,
‘ou never end Op throwinL! half a pot down -the drain.
So the next time You're comparing who gives you
what for your money, remember: It not how much it costs
a pound. It's how little it costs :a cup.
(And looking at it that way, 50 cents off is worth a lot of
cups on us.)
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Mason Wilson of 506 South
Sixth Street, Murray, died
Tuesday at 12:30 p. m. at the
. Westview Nursing Home. He
was 79 years of age.
The deceased was born
September 23, 1897, to the late
Albert Wilson and Mattie
(iliorn Wilson.
Mr. Wilson is survives by
his wife, Mrs. Grace Wilson,
Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Imogene Lamb, 1405 Vine
Street, Murray; one son, Billy
Wilson, Dearborn, Mich.; one
brother, Sanders Wilson,
Tanya, Fla.; seven grand-
children; six great grand-
shikiren. - ,
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p. M. t the
Mt. - Pleasant United
Methodist Church with burial
to follow in the church
cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call.
Pallbearers .will be Preston
Perry, Otis Wilson, Danny
Workman, Harve.y.Ellis,,John.
Lax.' and Clint Enoch.
Funeral Thursday
For Mrs. Simmons
Funeral services for Mrs.
Katie Simmons of 102 North
Sixth Street, Murray, will be
held Thursday at two p. m. at
the chapel. of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Simmons, age 82, died




December 28, 1963. She was a




Houbstadt, Ind., and Mrs.
Everett &icy,- St-Louis, -Ma.;







Mrs. Minnie Sykes of 818
Hurt Drive, Murray, died this
morning at 2:20 at ,the
Westview Nursing Home.-She
was 85 years of age.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Louie A. Sykes who
died December 30, 1937. She
was a retired seamstress for
the Boone Lanudry and
Cleaners and was a .member
of the First Baptist 'Church.
Born May 15, 1891, in Stewart
County, Tn., she was the
daughter of the late Willis
Spiceland and Mary Ida
Elizabeth Herndon -Spiceland.
Mrs. Sykes is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Orvin
Mary Hutson, Murray; two
sons, Cleo Sykes, Murray, and
L. A. Sykes, Garden, City,
Mich.; stepmother, Mrs.
Jessie Spiceland, Dover, Tn.;
half brother, Lathan
Spiceland, Dover, Tn.; eight
grandchildren; ten great
grandchildren.
One brother, Jack Spiceland
of Murray, died January 26.
The funeral will be held
Friday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Grandsons
will serve as pallbearers and
burial will follow in the
Wofford Cemetery in Stewart
-county, TR:
Friends may call at the
'funeral horrik after siirnm.
today Wedrirsday. 1. .
Alford OES Chapter
Plans Dinner Sunday
The Alford Chapter No. 445
Order of the Eastern Star will
have a Smorgasbord on
Sunday. February 20, with
serving to start at one p.m. at.
the Masonic Lodge in Aurora,
located at Highway 68 and
Union Ridge Road.
Costs for the meal will be
$2.50 for adults and 81.75 for
childen. The public is invited
to attend, a chapter
spokesman said.
SAME NAME
The Rick Nance indicted by
the Calloway County Grand
Jury is not the James Ricky
(Rick) Nance, formerly of
Dawes, who presently lives at
305 S. 15th Street.
Dr. lames Moak Speaker First Steps To Safeguard Privacy RI,
For Revival At Church
The Rev. James A.
Moak of Lexington will be the
guest speaker for the Revival
'77 to be held by the First
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) starting Sunday,
February 20, and continuing
through Tuesday, February
22. Services will be at 7:00
p.m. nightly. •
Dr. Moak is general
minister of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ
Dr. James A. Moak
In Kentucky, a position he has
held since July 1, 1957. The
Christian Church In Kentucky
is designed to serve the needs
of more than 300 Christian
Church congregations in
Kentlick
Prior to his present position,
Dr. Moak-served as pastor for
fifteen years with con-
gregationt ateLee, Scott, and
Jefferson counties in Ken-
tucky and at. the First
Christian Church in
Maysville. He has also served
as state, evangelist of
Mississippi Christian Chur-
ches and for two years served
as president of the Unified
Program of Christian Chur-
ches of Kentucky.
Dr, Moak is a graduate of
Transylvania University,
received his B.D. degree from
Lexington Theological
Seminary, and the honorary
D. D. from Transylvania
University. During the 1975
General Assembly at San
Antonio. Texas. Dr. Moak was
elected to serve as the
Moderator of the Christian
Church, I Disciples- of Christ )
In theU.S.A. and Canada for a
two year term, 1975-77.
Sermon topics by Dr. Moak
will be "God's Human
Resources" and "Did Christ
Come Too Soon," Sunday
morning and Sunday evening,
The Twenty-Ninth Chapter of
Acts," Monday. evening, and
"Turning Hope Into History,"
Tuesday evening.
Monday' at 7:00 a.m. a
prayer breakfast will be held
at the Holiday Inn.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos, invites the
public to attend the services.
Gasoline Price
Hikes To Continue
NEW YORK I API -
Gasoline prices started rising
late last month and will
probably continue to rise
through the summer, oil in-
dustry experts say.
Last Tear at ,thiS-Atme,
prices were falling, as they
often do once the summer
vacation driving peak is past.
But crude oil and refinery
tabor costs have gone up this
winter, and the federal
Energy Administration has
relaxed its regulation on
passing on the costs to con-
sumers.
In the past two weeks, retail
prices of regular and
premium grades containing
lead have risen just under a
half-cent a gallon on average
nationwide, according to the
Lundberg Survey Inc., which
monitors Orices at about 20,000
service stations across the
country.
And Lundberg says the
nationwide average retail
price of unleaded gasoline has
risen more than six-tenths of a
cent per gallon.
Industry analysts think
gasoline prices will rise
another 3 cents this year on
average. The increase will be
greatest for unleaded fuel,
which costs more to make and
for which demand is growing.
Each penny per gallon
increase costs motorists about
$1 billion a year.
The retail increases so far
reflect wholesale price hikes
on all major brands of leaded
gasoline of about 1 cent a
gallon since Feb. 1, the
Lundberg firm says.
The hike in the wholesale
price of unleaded has been
higher - between 1.5 cents
and 3 cents a gallon -
depending on the brand.
Oil companies can raise
prices only if their costs go up.
Last November, the FEA
says, the oil industry had
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
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Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp of
Murray. are as fllows
He ublein Inc 35's uric
McDonalds Corp 4654 ,
Ponderosa Systems 64
Kimberly Clark ... . . , 43 J.
Union Carbide. • . 6014 *4
W. R. Grace 2914 uric
Texaco .. . . . 21 uriC
General Elec. 50% ..!".
GAF Corp. . . . . 124 '- '.
Georgia Pacific 35 ,.- ....
Pfizer . . 27'1, unc
Jim Walters-  35's unc
Kirsch . 14% -4
Disney. . . 31/18 -I.'.
Franklin Mint   234 -4
accumulated some $763
million in costs that hadn't
been passed on in higher
prices.
Since then, the Organization
of -Petroleurri. Exporting
Countries has raised the price
of its crude oil, and this high-
priced oil is now moving
through U.S. refineries.
In addition, higher wages
have been grated refinery
workers under labor contracts
signed in January.
The increases for unleaded
gasoline can be traced to a
change in price regulations by
the FEA on Feb. 1.
Oil companies had been
required to spread price hikes
evenly over all grades of
gasoline. Now they can pass
on costs by raising prices on
individual grades. "-
Unleaded gasoline is more
costly because additional
refining is needed and more of
the raw product naphtha is
used in the process.
Output . .
(Continued from Page 1)
all trash were so converted,
would be an amount of energy
equivalent to 219 million
barrels of oil annually.
The combustible waste
products generated per year
in Calloway County contain
the energy in 30,700 barrels of
oil.
However, such conversion is
not feasible, economically,
except in densely pdpulated
areas, notes the EPA, because
of the expensive installations
needed and the huge flow of
trash required for efficient
operation.
Some communities have
solved the problem by joining
together to operate a con-
version plant in common.
Each brings its waste







Mrs. Donna J. Stevenson
and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Calvert
City, Patricia A. McKinney,
Rt. 3 - Box 45-A, Murray,
Bryan K. McKinney, Rt. 3-Box
45-A, Murray, Mrs. Marsha C.
Phillips, Gen. Del., Hardin,
Miss Diedre R. Rogers, Rt. 1,
Hazel. Miss Rose L. Herndon,
Rt. 3 - Box 424, Murray, Miss
Anna M. Fox, Box 22, Dexter,
Miss Kemberley D. Owen, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tn., Miss Linda A.
Guthrie, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Vernita\Blantori, 1041-t Spruce,
Nriu-ray; Miss Leigh A. Carter,
800 Olive Murray, Joe P.
Ward, 212 N. 8th., Murray,
Joseph M. Beane, Rt. 6,
Murray, Odell Lamb, Rt. g,
Hazel, Joe E. &avers, Rt. 1-
Box 132, Murray, Richard
Vidrner, 110812 Elm, Murray,
Mrs. Sudie Morton, 1609 Loch
Lomond, Murray, Guy E.
Wynn, Box 484, Pare, Tn.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP.-
The first steps for additional
safegu,irds of personal
privacy have been taken by a




distribution of names and
addresses by a public agency
for commercial purposes.
The Commission on Stored
Information and Personal
Privacy is considering
proposed changes in the new
Open Records Act.
The group, consiting of four
legislators and three citizens,
is concerned about sales by
the state to profit-making
organizations.
It approved new language in
the statute which would read:
- -An individual's-name and
addcess may not be
distributed for commercial
purposes, sold or rented by a
public agency unless such
action is specifically
authorized by statute."
There is one exception-the
names and addresses of
persons seeking licenses for
professions can be supplied
for educational purposes.
Thus, if an' accounting
school wanted the names of
potential students in this state,
it could obtain them.
Mike Greer, a Legislative
Research Commission staffer,
said failure to list that
exception has hindered or
blocked enactment of privacy
laws in other states.
However, the commission
found that the proposed limit
on sales of listings would not
necessarily achieve the ob-
jective.
The practice of selling
Kentucky drivers' records
to insurance C OM-
panies-hand10 by ,the state
Division of Driver Licen-
sing-was brought up. The
practice is -not authorized by
statute and seemingly would
be banned if the proposed
changes become law in the
1978 legislature.
However, some members
pointed out that under .,the
Open Records Act, insurance
firms can legally obtain the
data.
Such a limit also would not
affect sales of voter names,
addresses and precincts,
_which a statute authorizes.
The secretary of state's office
County Schools To
Be In Session
The Calloway County School
System has announced that
Friday, February 18 and
Friday, March 18 will be
regular school days in the
county schools.
These two days were listed
previously as in-service days
for the teachers; however in-
service was held during the
bad weather when the school
buses were unable to make
their runs, according to the
county school officials.
sells the data.
Sen. David Karem, D-
had:wine, the commission
chairman, said the ultimate
goal is to limit the use of




to -strengthen secrecy of
names on public rolls when
such data is not already
available.
For example, it added
"personal information
systems" to records listed by
the law.
And it called for "policies
and procedures to insure the
security (of information
systems) and to protect the
privacy of the individual."
Another proposal a_pproved
would allow an agency to
write regulations guarding
paivacy. Only the Department
of Finance and Ad-
ministration currently is
authorized to do so.
en
Karem said the privacy
conunis,sioh ' plans a public
hearing soon.
STAG NIGHT
The regular monthly men's
stag night will be held at the
Murray Country Club Thur-
sday beginning at 6 p.m.
Committee members' -are




Federal State Market News Service
February 16,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area tif Market
Report Inclisies 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 596 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .50 lower Sows steady „AO
lower
US 2-2310-2301ba 140.25-40:15
US 1-3 200-240 lb.. 540.00-40.25
US 1-4 240-260 lb.. 430.25-40.00
US 3-4 330-280 1bs. $311.25-30.25
Sows :
US 1-2270-350 lb.. P2.5043.00
US 1-3300-460 lb.  533.03-34.00
US 14 450450 lbs. P4.00-34.50





Perhaps you were "snowed in" 
and missed the sale. Or 
perhaps you lost a few
days' pay because of the 
weather. Either way, here's 
good news. We're ex-
tending our sale an extra 5 
days, through.feb. 22. And 
we're offering you a
special deferred payment 
plan. Buy now and wait AO 
days to make your first
monthly payment! (There's a 














You get brilliant, lifelike color plus_ XL-100
many cletuzte features. Auto-
matic Fine Tuning to pinpoint the correct
signal. 100% solid state chassis. Black matrix
















See these new XL-100 Specials too!
MASTERCRAFTED CONSOLES WITH







Bath-tit these- new ctecoratur consotes-gtve you
RCA's great XL-100 performance and features
plus AccuMatic IV push-button control of color,
tint, brightness and contrast Automatic Fine
Tuning pincloints.and holds the correct broad-




The Murray Ledger & Times Winter Weather So Far Has Been
"1 1 if (1 — 112, I 'j ednesthtv. Fehrtaiir.‘'16:'1077 Coldest Since Founding Of Nation.
FBI Investigating Multimillion
Dollar Racket Of Exported Autos
-
BOSTON AP) — The FBI is Persons who finance
investigating a suspected automobiles with intent to
multimillion dollar racket avoid payment violate federal
involving Ghanaian citizens banking regulations and face
who allegedly buy new cars in two years imprisonment and
Massachusetts, then report $5,000 fines if convicted, the
them stolen and ship them FBI said.
through New York for inflated
resale in Africa.
The agency has wrnl gn 
of the nation's largest car-
-credit firms to watch out for
the purported scheme.
The Ghanaians allegedly
involved come to the United
Statet—
busioessmen and students,
law enforcement and trade
sources say. They allegedly
report the cars stolen to avoid OVEN FORK, Ky. (AP) —
payment and collect An -investigaticatitOlffe-tWO
ifilurance or skip out on explosions at the Scotia Coal
Instillinefit payments, ac.0 1b:1 mine last March
cording to the sources. has entered its final phase
On the West African black after three five-member
market, new and recent company crews reached the
vintage cars in the six- point of the blasts.
cylinder category can bring Ray Ross, a federal Mining
up to $40,000 in Ghanaian Enforcement and Safety
currency, rechs, at official Administration (MESA) of-
exchange rates. - ficial, said. Tuesday- it . wilt
The FBI here confirmed it is probably take another month
investigating the purported to complete exploration of the
scheme but refused to thinage mine section.
details. Recovery workers Monday
The Associated Press re-ached the Two-Southeast
learned the FBI has warned section of the southeastern
.the giant Ford Motor -Credit- Kentucky mine in which 26
Corp., finance wing of the men died in the two ex-
Ford Motor Co., of the pur- plosions. Fifteen men were
ported scheme. That firm, in, killed March 9 when methane_
turn, has cautioned dealers in gas exploded in the Letcher
the Northeast to tighten County mine; 11 other-men,
proceclurfor selling cars to including three MESA in-
Africarisbaccording to Torn spettors, were killed in _i
Foote, a company similar blast two days later
representative at Ford while repairing damage from
headquarters in Dearborn, the firtt explosion.  
--ROSS—said crews „found the
- Trade sourcii-, - many of
whom wished to re.Maill.___H iday --ufrntiIied,elaim thew= •
ported scheme has also our. FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
faced in California, :where Gov. Julian Carroll has
cars are driven to Corpus elimina t ed- George
Christi, Texas, for shipment to Washington's birthday .as a
Africa. . holiday  for state employes
Some in the financing trade. next Monday.
said Massachusetts was a Carrocs office said the
target because its strict goverhor considered ' the
consumer laws make-it elif- seriousness of the winter -
ficult for agencies to refuse situation and noted that state
credit. Also, they said they, workers already are on a four
fear the Ghanaians allegedly day week to conserve fuel.
involved in the purported The governor said it
scheme would say they were wouldn't be in the public in-
refused credit because of race terest to have a three-day
and invoke antidiscrimination week.
,laws.
Mayor Files Claim
Mini-Mall Planned LOUISVILLE, Ky.*(AP) —
Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane and his wife have filed
CADIZ,- Ky. (AP) --a$385.75 claim 'against the city
Construction may begin this for loss of property.
summer on a $1.5 million mini,
pall and shopping center on
this City's east side.
The project is sponsored by
15 Trigg County businessmen,
who said that final lease
negotiations- and financial
- „security still have to be
finalized.
The Sloane's,car was towed
to the city impoundment lot
after Mrs. Sloane was-tieketed
for parking in a no parking
zone.
When friends went to claim
the car, they found it sitting on
its axles. The wheels and tires
had been stolen.
Gov. Julian Carroll kicks off the 1977 Kentucky Heart
Fund Campaign. Assisting him are state Atty. Gen.
Robert F. Stephens (left), KerituthY campaign chairman,
and Patikia. Beltar. 1977 Heart Print-tiso-iWniellar, 12,
- -daughter ant'. aid Mrs. Leon Behar of OWViings, had
a complicated form of congenital heart disease but un-
derwent open heartargery and recovered to lead a
normal life. VoluntArrs will visit homes in the Corn-
monwealth'on Reart Sunday, Feb. 2.
We ship SO to 60 cars a
  . Ghanaian
students," said Joseph
O'Brien, assistant line




O'Brien said the line tried to
guard against shipping cars
reported stolen and not fully
paid for by demanding title,
registration and auto serial
numbers before departure.
- But investigator Richard
Daley of the Massachusetts
Registry of Motor, Vehicles
said the line's procedures
would not necessarily prevent




first SOO feet of the section
" ma inly- blaek"friiin the forte-
d explosions. He said ven-
tilation stoppings were blown
out.
Recovery crews stopped
after BOO feet and set up
ventilation controls before
continuing the exploration,.
Ross said. The WM step is to
disconnect hitteries on
equipment bribe section, he
added.
One  of the batteries, which
powers an air compressor for
brakes on a mine locomotive,
has been speculated as the
ignition source of the methane
gas explosions.
MESA officials said the
methane level in the section
now is too high for an ex-
plosion to occur.
After the ,srond explosion
last March, federal - off iciils
ruled out a rescue attempt for
the final 11 victims aud.or-




reopened last July and crews
dug through the rubble and
high water to remove the
bodies of the 11 victims.
After that, crews began a
systematic inspectioh of the
mine, ventilating 1„000400t
sections before moving on.
Progress has been slow but
steady as crews slowty moved
some 3',2 miles to the site of
the explosions.
Now that investigators have
reached the scene, the area
will be combed for possible
clues into the cause of the two
explosions. •
MESA, which-held hearings
• in nearby Whitesburg shortly
after the explosions, said it
WASHINGTON 1AP -
This winter's frigid-weather in
the eastern two-thirds Of the
country so far has been the
coldest "since the founding of
the Republic,"- the National
Weather Service says -
The Weather -Serv ;
reached that conclusion on
Tuesday, drawing from
government- records dating
back to about 1800 and from
earlier "diaries, - _garden.
books, insurance records




—Ilirmorith in the East . and
Midwest were the lowest for
any January on record. The
average reading in the East
was 25.1 degrees, slightly
chillier - than the previous
record, 25.3; registered in _
1857. • in. ,the Midwest, last
month's average was 11.3
degrees, well below the 12.9
degrets_in 1857-: . • •
Meanwhile, -.another
-government agency said
severe weather helped push
industrial production down in
January by the biggest
margin in nearly two years.
, The Federal Reserve Board
said output of the nation's
mines, factories- and utilities -
slumped l per cent last month,
"reflecting lost production
due to especially cold weather
-natural--gas—sbeFtages-,-
especially in the latter half of
the month."
Industrial production is a
key to creating_jotts_inAlie_
economy and the. January
drop interrupted what
economists bad hoped would '
bt, a steady and healthy ex-
pansion of the economy from
plans another round of the doldrums that set in last -
hearings in that Letc&-X—suniniel ailci fail.
county town after the mine Furtar declines in in--
investigation iSrompleted. 'clustrial output are expected in
February because 4trhe_caid
weather, the 4oard said.
The Weather Service has
forecast colder than normal
temperatures in the East and
_Midwest foriebruary.
If. that prediction holds up.
the service said, this winter
will clinch the title of coldest
since 1758, when an














Orig. $71 to $210
Long Leather Coats
$875° T° $ 1 05
Leather Sizes 5-15, 6-18






14 Plus to 24 Plus
BUY NOW LAYAWAY FOR NEXT FALL!
Min nen& Murray - Bet Air Center,--Open-Nighit-&-Sbndays
iIfDound of oursmakesas much as
two pounds of theirs.
An &oz. jar of Taster's Choice' Freeze-Dried Coffee makes
120-(6-oz.) cups of coffee. That's as much coffee as you'd get
from two pounds of ground roast ( following recommended
serving directions of the leading national brands).
And-since you make Taster's Choice by the cltp, 
you never end up throwing-half a p(2t down the-drain.
,
Solthe next time you're comparing who gives you
what-for your•money, remember: It nolhow much it costs
a pound. It's how little it costs a cup.
'2 And looking at it that way, 50 cents off is worth a lot of
cups on us.)






111,41111, prowled 000 tals•
loose pan-hase o' $- tea tate
Ittethate of sutf-ttet, to
C row coueotes sautv'ett IS
alall (imam
sysiasesat rade rIVIIaa Ntas nal tion
oral ONO broke, Or OutsKla ageno,
ied r;:',1nagEO. NI Ms044:fkils:,.":
no
r I4 ICITy,sC
ONLY IS U SA
ON TIC FM DIOICE• 100% FINglE
MY 0,111R USE CONSTITUTES
STORE COUPON
MARCH 31,1977. ON 11-1E 8-0Z. JAR OF TASTER'S CHOICE.,
LIMIT. ONE COUPON 100% FREEZE-DRIED COFFEE,
PER lAR PURCHASED REGULAR OR DECAFFEINATED. It
•
_
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Pay Higher Unemployment Tax
- ERANKF'ORT - Many of
Kentucky's 57,000 employers
will be required to pay In-
creased unemployment in-
surance taxes this year to
replenish trust fund reserves.
The increase is required by
state law to protect the
solvency of the fund.





will be receiving letters ex-
plaining the estimated • .$11
million statewide increase.
- The trust fund balance
dropped from $135.8 million on
Dec. 31, 1975, to $123.8 million
last Dec. 31. According to
Hayden, benefits outweighed
tax payments from employers
during this period. "New jobs
were not created as rapidly is
expected and previous tax
rates did not replenish the
trust fund rapidly enough to
Prevent this increased tax,"
he said.
"Reserves in the trust fund
c.ould possibly last throughthe
.year but the higher tax rate
will replenish the fund for any
future recessionary periods,"
said Hayden.
He noted that 21 states had
exhausted their reserves as of
Jan. 18, and those states
resorted to borrowing from'
the federal government. "The
new rates computed by the
Bureau for Social Insurance
Many Kentucky Employers To Semester Honor Roll Released For The Murray High School
will •eliminate the chance of
such a depletion of Kentucky's
trust fund," said Hayden..
"Without thishigher tax rate,
Kentucky could exhaust
current reserves,. thus
requiring employers to pay
increased federal, as well as
state taxes."
The higher tax rate must be
paid on tax reports due by the
end of April. Hayden ex-
plained that a possible 23,780
employers will be affected by
the higher rates. The balance
of Kentucky employers are
either "non-covered" em-
plpyers such as state and local
governments and agriculture,
or they are already paying
taxes at the 2.7 per cent rate
mandated by state law.
The semester honor roll at
Murray High School shows 119
students achieved this
scholastic honor, according to
Dr. Ray Reeves, principal. In
this number 50 were seniors,
25 were juniors, 26 were
sophomores, and 18 were
freshmen, These students had
an average of 2.50 to 3.
12th Grade
Chuck Adams 2.60; Danny
Adams 2.60; Pat Haggett 2.82;
Brad Boone 3.0; Denise
Bumphis 2.75; Melinda
Cochran 2.82; Stuart Cotrell
2.56; Teresa Cunningham
2.75; Leeanna Dick 2.56; Ken
Farley 3.0; Janie Flora 2.67;
Lisa Frances 2.71;
Jackie Galloway 3.0; Anne
Water Resources Dept
Shows Achievements
FRANKFORT, K. - The
1976 records of the state water
resources division show
achievetnents in the dam
program including in-
spections, maintenance-and--
construction. This year the
division's program will in-
volve wild rivers, flood con-
trol, water supply and more
dam projects.
The division of water






















inspections on about 100 dams
throughout the state. The
water resources engineers
investigate each dam from all
sides - the upstream or
lakeside slope, the down-
stream slope, top of the dam,
principal spillway and
emergency spillway. They
check for vegetative cover,
erosion and slumps, debris,
cracks, slope protection,
animal burrows, and seepage.
Division engineers iden-
tified hazardous cnnditinns at 
water impoundments at the
Kentucky Harlan Coal Co. in
Harlan County. The coal firm
agreed to the division's
remedial measures to abate
the hazard and an agreed
order was signed to prevent
similar development in the
future.
The water resiurces
division planned and con-
structed a floodwater
retarding structure at Boots
Randolph Golf 'Course near
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park in Trigg County for the
state parks department. It
also completed a major
restoration of Greenbo Lake
Dam in Greenup County to
insure continued safe use of
the structure and im-
poundment.
The division progressed in
developing design and con-
struction plans of remedial
measures for several
hazardous coal refuse areas.
During 197'7, the division
expects to complete proposed
boundary designations and
management plans for the
state's eight Wild Rivers.
Guidelines for flood control
and identification of water
supply potential of the state's
streams are also goals of the
division.
Put a bargain in your
mailbox six days a week
with The Courier-Journal.
The Courier-Journal brings you a world of
information six daysio week by some-doy mail
delivery for less each day than it costs to mail a
letter! Now during our special BARGAIN OFFER,
Courier-Journal mail subscribers can get the
▪ best deal of the year on one of the top ten
newspapers in the U S, at a savings of
$I 3.40. Instead of our regular $4940 rote,
those eligible for Bargain Offer savings
will get 312 news-packed copies of The
Courier-Journal for only 536.00. This
special ofres March 5, 1977.
so act now and put a bargain in
your mailbox six days a week and
save money.
INMEMI
111 • NM la El• •
r TO11111T-01:011tIla




OM MEM NENE I. MI 
OM • immummummimem
al The Courrer Journal colour sper!ot Baroo.n Offer rote
,,,er Journal al $36•0Q pl.? S reo Ky ,:rle, IOu for which please
•-t-reoi ,nbrrt..pflon by morlf or one year • •
ire
-Gregory 3.01 Steve -Hancock
2.60; Linda Hart 2.78; Mary
Ann Kurz 2.80; Mike Lafser
2.50; Pam Lassiter 2.82; Mary
Ann Littleton 2.80; Randy May
3.0; Terri McConnell 2.50; Bill
McHugh 2.75; Deanna Mc-
Millen 3.0;
Christine Montgomery 3.0;
Sherry Nall 2.78; Julie
Outland 3.0; Lisa Outland
2.60; Lynda Perrin 2.56; Glenn
Redden 2.60; David Roberts
2.78; Susan Rogers 2.56;
Sherry Runyon 2.78; Tom
Shupe 2.80; Lisa Smith 2.50;
Roger Smith 3.0; Jane Suffill
t56;
Ricky Taylor 2.60; Sonia
Thomason 3.0; Melody Travis
3.0; Karen Turner 2.56; Greg
Vaughn 3.0; Larry Watkins
3.0; Alison Weaver 2.64; Liz
Whitmer 2.697 JoArin Williams
3.0: Kelly _Williams 2 St 




Beth , 134;001.1 3,.0; Pebble
Darnell 3.0; Lisa English 2.68;
-Frank Gilliam 3.0; Joey
Grasty 2.70; Kent Harmon
2.80; Bruce 'Horning 3.0;
Karen Jackson 2.78;
Claude Johnson 2.82; Gina
Jones 3.0; Michelle Kelly 3.0;
Anita Larniftack 3.0; Kathy
May 3.0; Tammy Melton 3.0;
Carol Montgomery 3,0: Jon
Noffsinger 2.80; Tammy Rice
264;
Michael RussiolL2.60; Laura
Shinners 2.80; Danna Shipley
2.64; Belinda Suiter 2.80;
DeAnn Thornton 2.82; Shara
loon 3.0; Lisa Watson 3.0; Bill
Wilson 3.0.
10th Grade
Karen Bailey 2.63; Mitzi
Cathey 2.56; John Denham
2.60; Duane Dycus.2.80; Rita
tvitts 2.80; Greg Eyrich 2.60;
Harry Fannin 3.0; Jenny.
Francis 2.80; Debbie Geurin
3.0:- -
_Vincent- ilaisa-2.64*-- Debi--
Henry 2.60; Jerry Kelly 3.0;
Jeff Kursave 2.80; Mae Kurz
2.80; Gina Lovett 3.0; Dana
Mansfield 2.56; Kathy
McHugh 2.84;,
Tracey 'Nall 2.64; Stacy
Overbey 3.0; Mjchael Pitts
2.64; .Terry Smith 2.80; Brad
Taylor 3.0; Lynn Todd 2,60;
Jaltur Washer 2.56; Laura
Watitin.s 2.82; Mark Young
2.64.
9th Grade
Lynn Beatty 2.64; Janne
Bell 2.80; Julie Billington 2.80;
Brent' Boston 2.82; Robyn
Burke 3.0; Dan Clayton 2.22;
Susan Crass 2.82; Teresa Dick
2.60; Marianne Duvall 3.0r
Denise Dycus 2.60; Michael
Fayette 2.60; Mark Ferguson
3.0; Mary Lindsey 264; D0US
Moore 2.82; Jennie Smith 2.60
Stacy Smith 2.56; Alison




In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furn_iture - Shutters - Etc.
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
































USE YOUR BEGLEY'S 14ARGE CARD.
IT MAKES BUYI EASY1
ASK ISE ,PHARIKACIST FOR AN























PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES
LAST-OR uNTiL ENO UF SALE
FAST PAIN RELIEF
BAYER ASPIRIN


























\ PHOTO BONUS COUP0111
AOOK FREE WITH EACH ROLL
OF COLOR FILM DEVELOPED AND.
PRINTED AND THIS COUPON
ore.
11











COST CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a special manufacturer s
allowance we pass the savings on to you
These reductions are usually good for more'
than one week
COST CUTTER WEEKS SPECIAL":
Each week deep Cut specials in oil depot
tments plus bonus coupons for extra
savings Cost Cutter This Week •s •Specic-ds—










Prices effective throv./9h Tuesday Feb 22nd













Buy Volumes 2 & 3 of
Funk & Wagnalls New
Encyclopedia
for just $2.49







HOME & FAMILY NEEDS‘
mi. um ii, •rcost c unit (pun*
COLGATE 'low ("mica" LTRA-BRITE I
'woman TOOTHPASTE I
7 OZ. Ir9c. OR s 01 . W 9c
TUN / TUN /
yen this coupon Unlit one Good thru Feb 22nd
• 
PALMOUVI
Rapid Shave or. 73C CAM
CURAD ILLL•W101 mastic
Bandages   30's 784
mum°,
Bonded Razor $ 1 4 9IA. i
CON-TACT BRAND
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CAT LITTER 
IA 49che« Clef -ll 
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U.S. GOVT. GRADED 0100a SEEK FAMILY PAS
Cube Steaks Ls $1 79
PRESS
Boiling Beef La 494
ASSORTED VARIETIES
Fox Deluxe Pizza Hm% 694
MIME, FULLY -(00110
Semi-Boneless Hams 
















Holly Forms Mixed Pach.of
FRYING
CHICKEN



























IMMI With this coupon and CO 00 purchase excluding items
um prohibited bj Law and in addition to the co et of coupon mer-
_chandise Subject to applicable taxes Limo one Good











I:IrCOST -CUTTER COUPON] 111111:










With this i•iiiipon and 110.00 purchase excluding items
prohibated hi law and in addition to the cost of Coupon mer-


































Cheese Food 12 01 0PEG 7 7
2 I 1.1PEGS $ 1
2 'Tcve 79'
$ 1 11 110U SSW on arum tItLE
































Sunkist Seedless LE Size
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5 LBS. CHOICB ROUND STEAL
S IBS LEAN PORK STEAK-
S LBS KROGER GROUND BM
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MEXICAN EANCT 10 Sill
Pineapples
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What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
MUM evs,41
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some planetary restrictions.
Don't depend on the promises of
others and don't make any
binding agreements yourself.
TAURUS _
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stay in the groove. Don't take
anything for granted even
though all seems well. In-
estigate all situations.
GEMINI
l'May 22 to June 21)
A day of surprises! A favor
you recently bestowed is amply
iepaid and, in job matters,
Something of importance is
decided in your favor.
nopt-
CANCER
urie 22 to July 2.3)
:Your judgment somewhat
"off." Forget your most am-
bitious plans for the moment
and concentrate on routine.
1,,E0 re.;
July 24 to Aug. 23) v4/4"011,
fine day for achievement;
also for making new contacts.
You may even have the op-
portunity to cash in on an
avocatiohal skill.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Your perception especially
sharp now. In all matters,
depend on your own judgment,
not that of others.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to (Ici. 23) —
Caution should be day's
keynote. .het others take the
initiative. Maintain your quiet.
efficient manner and remain in
the background.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) riVelliC
Brice yourself for some
opposition. If you are prepared,'
you can cope with it more
easily. Travel plans made now
should work o t well.
ekVSAGITTARIU(Nov. 23 to. De 4. 21)
. You may be offered an
tinusual, proposition..\
vestigate . with a view tdware
long-range benefits, and con-
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Their Baby Is
Boss's Namesake
By Abigail Van Buren
1977..by CA•capo T.Oune-5 V 1,1***SSynd Inc
DEAR ABBY: What would your reaction be if a young
ho worked for your husband named her baby after
hint:' \Vet I hat's my prublem, and I'rn still upset abcust it.
This girl Lc" worked for my husband .for about two years.
she's only 22. hilt that's old enough to know better. I won
der what her husband thinks? It seems to me that they
-c(iutd ha -e found someone in his or her family to name their
baby after.
We were invited to the christening. My husband went.
but I said I had a headache and stayed home. I might add
that my husband felt "honored," and he boasted to several
of our friends that a woman in his office named her baby
after him.
What do you think this foolish girl had in mind? Was she
trying to make Brownie points with her boss?. Ur trying to
Obligate him so he'd give her baby a more expensive pres-
Hit?
THE BOSS'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: It's possible that the young couple named
their baby after your husband because they respect and ad-
mire him—and for no other reason. Why assume that
there's an ulterior motive? There may be none.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 10-year-old girl with a big problem.
Its Sinbad. my kitten. He isn't even a year old and he keeps
running off to be with a girl cat. What can I do?
I treat him nice, but since he met this-girl cat he's hardly
ever home. He comes home when it rains, but he just sits
on the porch and won't even look at me, and when it stops
raining, be is off again.
How can I keep S,irtbad home?
MISS A.M. TALBOTT: FOUNTAIN, N.C.
-DEAR MISS TALBOTT: You could keep Sinbad fenced
in, but you'd have a very angry and frustrated cat on your
hands. (How would YOU like ,to be "fenced in" so you
couldn't mingle with boys during your teen years?,
DEAR ABBY: We are just ordinary people. My husband
has a 9 to 5 job and I am only a housewife. We have been
married for 10. years and in all that time w_e .have never
gone anywhere without faking our children. (We have
three.) I have never had one night away from home except
those few when I went to the hospital to have another baby.
We,have never hired a sitter. Never needed one. My bus-
band said_ the children grow up so- fast we should enjoy
itrorrien-t-We-cali with them. I li-ciC.te My children., Abby,
but don't you think I deserve a night out without the child-
ren just once a year?
STALE MATE
DEAR MATE Your husband forgets that you "enjoy"
'your children airday, every day when he is at work. Re-
tnind him. You not only "deserve" an occasional night out,
,you NEED one. -
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.




FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1977
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) va
Planetary influences indicate
a wider scope of interests,
possibly greater activity. But be
careful not to overextend
yourself.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
This day will liken itself to a
game of chess. First moves will
count heavily, and it will be
important to figure out the
strategy of the competition.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Not much planetary help
here, so day is practically your
own to mold as you will. Try to
conclude any pending
negotiations. Stars are
generous in that respect.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly intuitive, imaginative
and creative in your leanings.
You like people and aim to
please, which you do very ,
charmingly and sincerely. You sio
are active, mentally and
physically. Using all your
faculties, you should have a
.most happy and gainful life.
You surmount obstacles easily
and have the power to stride -
rapidly from small beginnings
to outstanding successes — with
many friends rooting for A*
along the way. Many artists,
statesmen, scientists, writers



















1.eralilioir I Trrr. Nliirket II I l'itri. t.• liths•
illis topptsrillitii% Ito ilo.i,ik iiiir watts 1.11•I  HMI 61•1111-• 1.$1 11111• .1111•1111111 IIII.1111•••••
%Oil hose gisvit %ray. is,.. %„„.
ilit. Itirtwiliiri• 41*-111. .41%
The Hearen- tires-
3 P.M. until 5 P.M.
"The Barons-
Live Radio Broadcast on WTPR
from 2 to 4 P.M.
SUNDAY,- IVOWARY -20th -
1 P.M, I'LL 6
We incite e,rervene In (-wee Sunday. Set, our store,
browse urtmnd und look nuer our sleek of finefurniture.
FREE PRIZES %ill be.givett awa - Nothing to
boy FREE Coffee., Punch. I /on tits
Cookies.
on %%null heiie‘e all 1hr tine Inrnitiire %%4. 11:1‘4. 0141 liuuilil-
till!. 141%0. more and liner ha mm %%4 e‘er hail.
E‘en one will get a FREE Record of his choice. kko
a key to tn in one of onr locks - onk 3 keys ‘1 I I I till-
LOCk the 3 locks to these valuable prizes:
No. 1 - Kroehler 2 pc. Livingroom Suite. 
No. 2- La-Z-Boy Rocker/Recliner 
No. 3 - Maple 6-Gun Cabinet 
-
FREE FREE PREP: F R E E FREE
BOYS 10 COFFEE BASSETT 23 CHANNEL 20 TENNIS
BICYCLE WARMERS MIRROR C.8. RADIO RACQUETS
58000 Value '100" Value '4900 Value '100" Value '2000' Value ,
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY -1 P.M. TIL 6 P.M.
$1,30000 IN FREE GIFTS
JUST COME IN AND LOOK US OVER.













These prizes will be a%arded
,
In drawing if not ‘•Oti on StittdaN. hist register to %%in.
$350, 000 i00 in Fine Furniture,
*PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE *BASSETT • BRQIYHILL • KROEHLER • KELLER • JAMISON • LEA • KELVINATOR APPLIANCES
* AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE • MERSMAN • BERKLINE •LA-Z-BOY • LIBERTY. CAPITOL VICTORIAN • QUASAR TV•
Choose from this fine selection of Furniture & Bedding.
See Our Annirersarv Tags For All
Special Prices For ̀.'2 Weeks Only
You will be silt:prised at ilic special discount* on !HMIS 111i111‘ items.
()ur low overbead lets us make better duals.
-The Store Kid? Lou Orerhefid — Anyone Orer:5.8" — Duck
\ TERRI ANILI-GERAILDINE SYKES, MANAGERS
FREE DELIVERY — FINANCING ARRANGED — IA Y-A WA Y



















CHECK OUT THE SAVINGS
THIS WEEK DURING OUR



















--rAoNDRy DETERGENT*10` OFF LABEL
OXYDOL GIANT SIZE 
KRAFT•8 oz. BOTTLE
1000 ISLAND




OSCAR MAYER•REG. OR BEEF
WIENERS 











Green Beans 3 for $ 1
PILLSBURY. 8 oz. CANS
BISCUITS PKG' °F FOUR CANS  59
I
ABLEFRESti














































ONIONS 2 bunches 29'
CRISP RED 6 OZ. PKG.
RADISHES 2for49'
DELICIOUS EATING ORANGES
CALIFORNIA NAVEL•NO. 88 SIZE






























We Apologize For Any
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Eastern Coal Files
Charges At Unions
By The Associated Press
Eastora Associated -Coal
Cora has filed w
with. the . National Labor
Relations -Beard (NLRB)
against two United ' Mine
Workers local unions, alleging
 'iiindtiun---and- illegal
secondary boycotting in
connection with a wildcat
strike spreading through
southern West Virginia.
The dispute that. began the
walkout — which has idled
0000 miners — originated at
one of Eastern's Keystone
Mines. It has been submitted
to arbitration before James C.
Duff, who has completed 
Wearings. rlufrsaidThe will
. render his decision as soon as
possible, but there is no in-
dication the striking miners
will _return to work before
then. . --
According to Eastern
spokesman Al Lewis of
Beckley. 11 of Eastern's 16
southern West Virginia mines
have been shut down by
pickets.. putting About 2,800
miners out of work.:
Mel - Triolo, secretary
treasurer of the Logan Coal
Assoc., said about 2,000
miners have been idled in
Logan County, where there
are no Eastern mines.
Another 1,300 mines . were
reported out - in three
-----eonsolidattOr[roal Co. mines
in Wyoming County and
another in Mercer County.
The charges were filed
• against UMW . Local 9781,
which represents about 525
miners at Keystone mines No.
2 and 3 in Raleigh County and
UMW Local 7604, which
represents about 970 people at
Kopperston mines No. 1 and 2
.in Wyoming County.
Lewis said the charge were
- rifed 'Monday With the NLRB.
The walkouts apparently
began Feb. 4 over a seniority
dispute- at an- Easter'? ;nine:
arbitrator's decision — at
Consolidation Coal Co.'s
Buckeye mine at Stephenson
irn Wyoming County idled
wdrkers ltiTe—al about e
same time.
Joe Richards, Con:
solidation's vice president for
its southern division, said his
company has4iled no charges
with the NLRB.
Lewis said the dispute at
Eastern began when the
company named a dispatcher,
passing over a miner who had
-scum ity dud wliOiii thy
union believed was qualified. c
-Lewis-said his coinpany.has
filed the discrimimation
charge against the locals
because- they are trying to -
cause Eastern to discriminate
unlawfully. Lewis said the
local is trying to force the
company to choose the most
senior man, whether he if
qualified or . not, when ,the
company was actually trying
to select what the contract
specified Was the most senior
qualified man.
The other charge filed with
the NLRB was of secondary
boycott, which is illegal,
Lewis said. Disgruntled
pickets brought out other
Eastern mines over the
dispute, according to Lewis.
Lewis said his company is
not yet considering seeking
federaL district court in-
junctions against the strikers.
Triolo added that all the
• Amherst and Pittston mines'
--on,. Buffalo Creek. _ which
represent about 60 per cent of
Logan County's coal
productiCar, have been struck.
island Creek coal Co.Lagan
County mines have also been
closed by pickets, Triolo said.
CALIFORNIA, Ky. (AP)'
Carl and Leona Basch, both
, are railing it-quits after
operting a dairy. herd for 36'
years. The area's most bitter
winter did it.
"Carl just gave up," said
itutsek— -after- her
husband did all he could to
keep the herd of 30 cows going
• and then found one dead,
frozen in a pond.
"He came in that Sunday
and said. This fs it.' He said
he just couldn't take any more
of it."
The Butschs are selling off
their cows but plan to main-
tain their 207-acre Campbell
County farm as a fertilizer
and seed corn business.
Perhaps, they said, they will
raise some beef cattle. -
"It was all on account of this
frozen ice and frozen ponds,"
she said. "We got so
aggravated we just got out of
it." -
The. frigid . weather in
January froze the pipes before
the water could be pumped to
the cows. Butsch tried using a
tractor to power the pump but
the tractor froze up.
'The cows were just looking
at you and saying, 'When are
you going to give me a
drink?" Butsch shook his
head.
He .tried driving to
Alexandria, Ky. daily to haul
water to' an 1,180 gallon
cistern. He hired a bulldozer
to clear ice, from the holding
pen where cows are kept
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Business- is • picking up at
Kentucky state parks, but.
visitors don't have to call




"If we had been younger,
maybe we could have endured
it," said Mrs. Butsch. "We
have been..in it all our lives_
We started as farmers and
have been married 36 years.
—We-worry if we did the
right thing but we couldn't
keep going the way things are.
And we never had trouble all
these years."
"My health is failing and
I'm not getting any younger,"
Butsch said.
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
pilot of a mail plane which
crashed Monday night while
taking off at 'Greater Cin-
cinnati Airport remained in
critical condition at a hospital.
Airport officials said one of
the motors of the twin engine
plane stalled as pilot Robert
Harris, 51, Lakeside Park,
Ky., was taking off, and
crashed in flames.
A spokesman for the U.S.
Postal Service said about 75
per cent of the mail going
from Cincinnati to Columbus,
Ohio, was salvaged by airport
firemen.
The Federal Aviation
Agency f.F4.A._) is,, in-
vestigating to _determine the
cause of the crash..
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
Office for International
Progress has received an
$8,208 contract from ACTION
to provide .information about
overseas opportunities in
scarce skill areas.
ACTION is the federal
_Tuesday that despite cheaper -agency which . sponsors the
rates: visitors tend to shun the Peace Corps. Ken Wiegand, a
former -Peace corps volun-
teer, will coordinate the
program at Kentucky.,
Wiegand said that the Corps -
needs persons skilled in such
,areas as agriculture, en-
vironmental science, fisheries
and health-related services.,
He said such information
and Pennyrilt Forest State Will be passed along to
Resort Park are closed in the
off leason, but the 13 other:
resorts 4re open year round.
parks in the off season.
. He said the  main reason is
that roads — especially to the
rnpre remote parks — have
-bern icy.
-"Now that the roads. are
passable, business has
improved," Montgorfiery said.
Buckhorn State Resort Park
students, adding that the
Corps wfll be attemptini to































spring. Slip into this
fashionable pie-washed
denim gaucho of 400%
cotton. New styles:,
Sizes 5 ti'
Ter 1 boot with .
-soft -- .'de leather
• uppers and easy-
'walk in crepe-type
- sole. Azes 7 to 11.
22" Cut with automatic choke, remote
• engine control, rear guard and chute
deflector to control discharge of g ass
Smooth tiller










Lightweight trimmer with 'friction Clutch,
double blade action; double insulation.
Maneuverable trimmer cuts fOf 25 min-
ute,; bof or., ec IlarcHlg. Charger included.
ASSORTED
- GARDEN TOOLS -
LFIRP SHOVEL  4.44
BOW RAKE 4.44
GARDEN HOE   3.66
SPEEDY CULTIVATOR  4.88
Quality tools make spring clear(-up easy:
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sal. ._ • Equal Opportunity Employer 153-8777








Practice or play at-nome! Features 36" x 48" x
k2. board and official 18" diameter goal with
tyless net holders. Easy installation to wall or
Easy-to-handle mower features automatic
choke-remote engine control and rear











Non-stick blades cut quick








Designed to make yard and garden work
easier. Sturdy, with a Well-balanced
design. '3 cubic foot capacity.
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LOCAL STUDENT, Guy Mitchell Cunningham, right, has,been awarded a Western
Kentucky University ROTC Scholarship. This award which covers tuition, books, fees
and pays the student $100 a month was presented on the basis of academic standing.
Brig. Gen. James M. leslie, left, commander of the 2nd ROTC Region at Ft. Knox,
presented the award recently in a ceremony in the W-Room of Diddle Arena. Cun-
ningham is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham of 2002 Gatesborough in Murray.
Dear Consumer
OCA Announces Completion Of Studies
By the Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education aid Welfare
The Office of Consumer
Affairs (OCA) has announced
the completion of two Studies
that took -aclose look at the
consumer complaint process.
The studies constitute Phase
II of a lengthy effort to
evaluate consumera com-




(TARP) conducted the studies
of OCA.
One of the Phase II studies
was a national random sample
survey that revealed that at
least one-third of American
Proper Pesticide Handling Could
Prevent Mishaps, Slow Regulation
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Pesticide regulation and
control were among the top
accomplishments of the state
division of special programs
during 1976.
During the year, the
pesticide section in the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection
registered approximately
4,200 pesticide products for
sale and use. The first Ken-
tucky pesticides spray school
was held — a step, department
*officials said, toward
upgrading commercial ap-
plicators in areas of safety,
advanced technology and
environmental awareness.
And the number of licensed






to thank our many friends and
customers for our past suc-
cesses, we are now serving our
traditional Italian pastries to all.
CASA-MIA
Western Kentucky's only authentic Italian restaurant
HWY-45, Hickory, KY Telephone 247-3675
•••
More than 2,500 farmers
were certified to handle
restricted-use pest-icides
through the private applicator
program. The educational
program aims to decrease the
number of accidents and in-
crease overall competence of
pesticides uses and reduce the receive in the
number of accidents. Threugh record of income and
similar efforts, the pesticides'
office reduced the number of
accidents and damage claims
during 1976.
According to pesticides
officials, progress was made The Australian aircraft car-
rier Melbourne .collided within reducing illegal pesticide
sales, such as frAiudulent the U.S. destuyer Frank
'Evan§, °, 95telephone sales of costly and June 2 1 9, killing 74: 
American sailors.ineffective "pesticide
products.
The pesticides section hiss,
equipped and trained per-
sonnel for its laboratory. The
laboratory provides the
division with analytical
capability for use in
emergency situations Such as
poisoning or severe crop
damage as well as routine
sample analysis.
deductions, including forms
W-2 and statements showing
the amount of Interest and
dividends, received.
Cat feces and raw red meat
have this in common: they
may harbor toxoplasmosis. If
acquired during pregnancy,
this infectious agent can cause
brain damage in &child: The
March of Dimes urges
pregnant women to avoid
-handling cat litter, and to eat








EXTRA SAVINGS NOW THRU SATURDAY )
OTASCO
OWENS-CORNING fiberglas.
filters out dust, pollen, in-
creases operating efficiency.
Assorted sizes. Ac 25- 4 EC 298 e






OTASCO SAVINGS COUPON 






keg 99 with I Reg. 682.99 coupon 4.99
:
Stripe design. For work or school. • 















Screw-on type for most Ford,
Chevy & Chrysler cars. ant. I
COUPON11<-7 )TAWMTMI 
5-PIECE
Keeps hot or cold liquids.
cookie sheet, bread pan and 12-
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SC SAVINGS COUP ØN I -
[OAS&
Prices Good At Over 600 Stores
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consumers have a consumer have more consumer corn- payments.
problem or complaint each itaints;' - The agencies studied were
year and that: --A majority of people who 1) the Manpower Ad-
-
— Blau income. _people -.tsaste-vomplaints--tako_aosue-
action to resolve them; Park Service; 3l Office of




ministration, and (71 Veterans
Administration.
The results show that more
than half of those who had
written these agencies




Free Federal income tax
help is being offered again this
year by the Murray State
University Accounting Society
and the Department of Ac-
counting, Finance and Real-
Estate for Calloway County ingredients;
residerits tind -eer- th -Volunteer
Income . Tax Assistance
(VITA) Program.
Free tax help is being of-
fered to. lower income - tax-
payers as well as senior
citizens. -Assistance will be
available each Wednesday
from 2:00 to 5:00 p.m. on
February 16. February 23,
March 2, March 9, March 30,
April 6, and Saturday. April 2
from 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. at the
Murray State University
Stadium, Room 206.
Professor Parker of the
Accounting Department asks
taxpayers who wish to take
advantage of the free help to







— Many people who seek
help with consumer problems
find the sources they contact
at least somewhat helpful.
The survey also revealed









formance of services (legal
services, medical services).
Another section of the study
examined the effectiveness of
seven Federal agencies that
provide services to con-
sumers, such as veterans




responses they received. And,
most of these agencies did not
incoporate the information
they received from .consumers
into policy making decisions.
Two more phases of the
TARP research studies — to
be completed by _the end of





groups and Federal Govern-
ment field offices. When these
are finished, OCA will prepare
a summary report analyzing
Thu natiosi's CORAUFROF- COM'. -----
plaint handling mechanisms
based on the results of the four
phases of thee TARP studies.
OCA has a limited supply of
TARP II summaries. For a
free copy, contact; TARP II,
Office of Consumer ' Affairs,




Solisalbors grim boat rat
located their lialwrioliattal
capy of TIN blottoy Lotipor
Tiara by 5:30 p.mt. Mosay-
Fridey or by 3:30 p.n. la Starr-
hays on arid to ail 753-1416
beware 5:30 p. Old 6 p. a.,
Ifroodory•Miloy, of 3:30 p. a.
orid 4p. a. letvelays, t. Marro
doilatry of the Newspaper& Cali
most be paced by 'p. a. weak-







Starts Feb.17th 9 a.m.
Nancy's House
Of Shoes




















• Pre wash soak cycle • Durable Press
cycle • Regulor,wosh cycle • Water





• Pe, rrOcieet PreS% 
knit yde
• Pre WOO SCJOI, C eCIP
• 5 pos,t.or, .orer tereipe'l', re







• 4 Cycle timer for all tobr,cs
• Automatic .5 to 10-mmut-
zoo!. down period on all
• 5-Position temperature
Settmg • End-of-cxcle buzzer






















Task Force Seeking To Involve
Community In Education Process
• Involving community
people in education is one of
the goals of the Governor's
Task - Force on Edrication,
according to Drin Stephens,
• 
. .
"We want to, get students,
parents, teachers -- people
out in the counties who
complain that they don't have
a voice in the government - to
volunteer to work on our
committees," he said.
•'We want to girle them a
••
chance to be heard, and we One focus of the study will
want to act .on their morn- be student behavior in the
mendations," he continued, elementary and secondary
Stephens said there will schools.
probably  be 400 to 500-- Stephens indicated that t
his
volunteers  weilOrAg ....with the is the first such study to have
task force before the work is -Been tuidirUken.
complete. -1Vfany areas of educafion
In January Stephen§ _already have been studied,
)0 and this task force will be abecame director of the newl
formed task force, which will
prepare an in-depth, far-
reachipg study of the state's
educational system.
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Tuesday s Puz
zle
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Gc 0, *die,
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2 16 .10 
ap)
)f.XI 5hen.11 ' HAVE
5TAvE.P OUT OF 71415
ONE. GOODBYE..
FOR GOOD „ .
matter of our tying it all
together and making
recommendations," Stephens
said. He expects Gov. Julian
-Carroll appoint about 35
professiopal educators and
laymen to the steering
committee. All will serve on a
voluntary basis. Each will
steer a . sub-committee
studying one of the many
areas in education from 
kindergarten through




• Their -Studies will be
-presented at -a -conference on
education in October.
Recommendations will be
made which will be used to
draft legislation to be acted on











submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.-
'IOU DIDN'T GET AN-
VALEINTINE PECAUSE NO
ONE SSIT YOu
HA HA HA HA RA
c.
•





lather Ski/  Xel.‘101n01
Str e_e_1.- Monday-. -
Thurgday 7:30-11:30;
Friday St Saturday 7:30-
3:30:' Appointment at























Care   753-6622
Poison Control •  753-1588
Senior (direst753-0929
Heedline  753-NEED





MA 4 l'OUR CHOCOLATE CREAMS
-ALL MELT IN THE SOX!
-77(
THE F'HANTaltl'S LIGHTNING




















FOR FREE OIL and









Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.


















3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Mrs.
Eyre Rutland would like
to thank the Calloway
County Hospital staff,
the 3rd floor nurses, Dr.
Jones and Dr. Clark for
their kind services
during the recent illness
and death of our wife
and mother. We would
like to thank the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
and Bro. Ralph Ftogers
and Bro. A. H. Mcleod
who conduct eid the
funeral and also the
Leland Peeler quartet
for their special music.
We would also like to
thank the ones who sat
up at the funeral home
and the ones who sent
flowers, food and most
of all for the many
prayers and any other
thoughtful deeds. May





would lace to express
their sincere thanks and
appreciation for the
many kind expressions
of love and sympathy
during the short illness
and death of their
daughter and also
friends and relatives














to RASH -FLO E -
TERPRISES Box 60669










person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-








753-9520 after 3 p. m.
COMPANY WILL PAY
650 to person who fur-
nishes us with name of
someone who will
purchase siding, room





HUMANE, a WIFE TEAMS
Need Extra Money? Queens
Way to Fashion. Home
FashionShowirsts la-the an-















for local person in this
area to represent a
notionally known oil
company. This is a per-





-4 farm and industrial
machinery helpful.




ville, Ky., Fri. Feb. 18 at
7 p. m. or Sat. Feb. 19 at
9 a. m.
14 Want To Bt y
A USED MAPLE baby
bed in excelent con-
dition. Call 753-8393 after
5.
WANT TO BUY, camper
or topper for 1-2 ton
pickup. Call 753-4138.
STACKS OF OLD comic
books, magazines and
Big Little books. Call
753-9829.
A GOOD USED bike for a
four year old boy. Call
489-2510.
1969 OR LATER wrecked
or 'junk V. W. body for





Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
WANT TO BUY any
baseball cards. Call
after 6-p. m. 753-8019.
WOOL RUGS original
handmade. All wool






you like. Call 753-6453.
COINS--AMERfe*N--snd-
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
SIX OAK chairs, antique.
Call 753-4716.
SALE - I.CeirlAINSAW
chains, I's 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,





set. Table, 5 chairs and
buffet. Two mahogany
end tables and coffee
table. Call 436-2289.
HALF PRICE - complete
deep well pump system,
$150. Complete water
clarifier system, $200.










sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
FROM WALL TO WALL,
no soil at all, on carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
TWO HAIRDRYERS and
hydraulic chair for sale.
Like new. Call 435-4554.
TWO CEILING type
circulating fans. Four
wood_ _blades, _52 in.




old. $140. Call 753-9829.
REFRIGERATOR,
washer, gas cook stove






bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
NEW FURNITURE. Roll
top large and, small
desk, desk-chest
combination, bunk,
trundle and captain beds ;
and many other items,
sale priced. Used 8' x 30'
furnished trailer must




19" color TV00 month.
Call 753-0595 before 6 p.
m.
FOR SALE: Oak and
Hickory wood, $12.50




Tappan, 1976 model. 116
month. Call 753-0595
before 6 p. m.
TWIN BED MATTRESS,
like new. Westinghouse





pecan wood. All in A-1
shape. Call 753-2746
after 5 p. m.
G.- E. IMER, paint
chipped in shipment. $16
month. Call 753-0595
before 6 p. m.
DISHWASHER,
Westinghouse, 4 months
old. $140. Call 753-9829.
17.Vacuum Cleaners
SALE: KIRBY Vacuum.
500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums' - starting at




Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. FUDY




FOR ALL YOUR fencing




and plow in excellent
condition. Five foot
pickwdisc, 3 years 91d.




tractor with duals. Good
condition. rive in-
. ternational 16"-beeaking
plows. 9 tooth chisel
plow. 20 ft. gooseneck
trailer. 18 ft. In-
ternational fold up disc.
Call 489-2392.
SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect con-
dition. Call 436-5870.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-





345-2633 for Farm Fan




planter. Used 2 years.
Perfect 'condition, Call
after 5 p. m. 753-4503.
ELECTROLUX SALES - -




FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
1973 151,2 ft. Chrysler
Currier boat, 70 b. p.
motor and Holtselaw
trailer for sale. 'Best.,
offer. Call 431-5331.
15' RUNABOUT BOAT, 55
horse power Evinrude
motor, and 15' cam-
per-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact
Gunner Nance at 753-
4015 or 75300.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across































buy, sell or horsetrade,












$20. Bassinet, $10. Infant
seat, $3. Playtex nurser




white marble top, oak
ice box, hump back
truck, 4 piece bedroom
suite, oak china cabinet,






Also 6 x 8 barn and 10 x
10 metal building. 607
South 4th Street.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size_ for an-
tique beds' or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.
26 TV Radio
NEW 23 channel CB








You save more at our
liquidation store.
21" RCA black and white






before 6 p. m.
TV SALE- Drive to cuba_
and save. We have the
lowest prices on all




17 Mobile Home Sales
1962"1ILLCR T, 10 x 52
two bedroom, all
electric, unfurnished.
Call 474-2317 after 4 p.
m.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p. m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
12x 60 MASTERCRAFT,
Central air and heat.
Two bedrooms, 2- full
baths. Furnished. Call
489-2321 or 489-2392.
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 3'4
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p. m.




Washer & Dryer con-
nections in use now. One
large 12' by 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' by 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' by 220'.
Just 3 minutes away
from fake. Excellent
well and septic System.
Under $9,000.00. Call 753-
53526:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.
#a,e/e4pa164ie ADS L.zrz:,
•
WANT• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 • 41 • • • • • • • ******************* m:
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29. Mobile Home Re tals
MOBILE HOME -
bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished. 100 xy 200
private lot. Three miles
East of Murray. Call
492-8120.
TWO BEDROOM trailer.




OUT CITY LIMITS ON
121 South. $85 month,
-$60 --deposit Cali -953-,
3175, after 5 p. rn. 753-
6649.
MOBILE HOMES and




COUPLE WITH one child
wants unfurnished
house. Outside of city
• limits. Preferable with
pasture for horse. Call
436-2430.
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNESKED
apartment for four. Call
753-0669 or 7575.
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th.
NICE ONE bedroom
apartment. At 1414 Vine.
TWO BEDROOM fur-




33 Rboms For Rent
WOULD LIKE TO RENT
private lot for mobile
home. Preferable north
of city. Also would like
to rent farm acreage.
Call after 6 p. m. 753-
61'79.
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34. Houses For Rent
FIVE ROOM house for 2




house with 2 baths on
1114 Poplar St. Call 753-
1962.
36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. Rh. Call
753-5881
FOR RENT,OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1:247-
2833.
37 Livestock Supplies
USED BIG HORN saddle,
camper shell for It ton
step side pickup, 1963




For Sale with or
without registration.
Call after 6 p. m. 753-
5156.
t.
LOVELY & LIVABLE. On quiet street at 703
Earl Court. A 3 bedroom brick and stone home
with 11.4 baths. Over 2000 sq. feet of living space.
Central heat and air, all built-ins, refrigerator
with icemaker, carpet, double garage and nice
shady lot. Convenient to shopping. A beautiful
home and priced right.
Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore St. Phone 753-7724
Mecallow 0f /MIN* Listinss
37 Livestock Supplies
GILTS AND 2 sows with -





puppies, 8 weeks old.
Also .2 white German
Shepards, 5 months and
1 year old. -Gall 753-6412








homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 753-
3263.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
COMMERCIAL LOT...
358 feet deep... the only
lot- available- -fee-sale
across from the new city
park.. . ideal for sports
store. Kick off your
shoes and settle in front
of the fire in this warm
family room, designed
just for you. Add 4
bedrooms, living room,
dining area, 2 baths and
a 14' x 45' rev room for
those teenagers





LOTS LOTS - LOTS -
We have several-
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in price
of lots. Prices start at







112 ACRES ON Ky 280
about six miles from
Murray and only two
miles from Ky Lake and
TVA recreation area.
Long road frontage on
both sides of 280. Very
fine building sites. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101 or call Linda
Drake at 7$370492,
1102 MEADOW LANE -
a quality 3 bedroom 2it
bath brick veneer,




wooded lot with ample
garden space. This
home is loaded with
quality - must be seen to
be appreciated. Call 753-
8080 or come by 105 N.
12th, BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.
NEW HOME. We have a
beautiful 3 bedroom
brick home in Lynnwood
Estates. This house has
central electric heat and
air, with a beautiful
view of the country side.
Only two miles from
town, and on city water.






















Cindy Ashby needed a
reason to give a party.
Here Tis: You•re in-
vited to a reception in







175 ACRE FARM located
on State Line Road only
seven miles south of
Murray. Large amount
of Lendable land, some
additional land that
could be cleaned up and
some wooded_ land,
Tendable land has been
in beans.. Good road
- frontage-.---*Iso eourity
road access on other
part of land. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
FOUR BEDROOM home
just listed in Canterbury
Estates. Home is less
than one year old, and is
outstanding in both
qualify and • design.
Large family room-
recreation room with






Large 2 car attached
garage. This home has.
economic heat pump
heating and cooling




low 50's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice.,
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor,. 505 Main St.,
753-9101 Or Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
44 Lots For Sale
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
lotiorilohnny Rober%on





on L741 Highway South.
Also 5 acre tract which








45 Farms For Sale
SMALL FARM located on
Highway 94 East. Lots of
road frontage, tobacco
barh and pond. A
beautiful location to
build a new home. Call
us today for details,
Fulton Young Realty,
s 753-7333, home 753-4946.
45 Farms For Sale
20 ACRE-FARM located
off Highway 94 East.
New 4 strand barbed
wire fence with steel




FARM FOR SALE. 80
acres. 50 acres open
land, high productive. 30
acres good marketable
timber. Sale on con-
tract. Call after 6 p. m.
901-247-5457, Puryear,
46 Homes For Sale
BIG HOUSE for family,





Price. 3 Bedroom Brick.
approximately -2@o sq
ft. living space Phone
753-7857.
-THR E :BF D14044111-
brick. Excelica con-
dition: Priced !0 sell.
1702 . Colleg, Farm
Road. Call 7 ,-•-287.
TWO 13( °ROOM
FRAME, : bath. Car-
peted. elei t:ic heat, air
conditionei Call 753-
8780.
EAST V MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, 2 baths
with central electric
heat and au-4, Beautiful
fireplace-in --'family
room. Lots of 'closets
and storage room.
Large lot with woods on
back boundary, line.
Country Is mg almost in








BY 406 South 6th
Street hr. k. 2, baths Up
stairs - n...troorns, storage
room, to wall carpet
Two bedr...MS downstairs,
large II, r. room. den, kit-
• an.1 dining room
Glassed " int porch with
heat i5,.jtT glass enclosed
back por, t„214ep1aces. one
gas log full basement
- carpet, bath, four
separati laundry
room kitchen sink.
shower I.;hie car garage
with einr, room in back,
.insulated
Do• uble :,Irivfway, one
brick .:141ing. fruit





BY (itt NEIL_ Nice 3
bedroom home, den,
utility room. Just two
miles south of Bel Aire
Shopping Center on' 641.
Call 753-0154
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath brick on 1 acre.








OWNER MOVING ()In of
state. Three ttedroom
home, good location.
Nice large lot. Call 753-
1961.
41 Motorcycles
MUST SELL 1975 Honda
CB 550. Make offer. Call
753-3143 after 4 p. nt
1975 HONDA CB-550.
Excellent condition.
Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. En. 753-3143.
1975 ELECTRIC mini-
bike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
commuting to town or to
clasS-g. PriCed to sell.
Call 753-6564.
1976 YAMAHA Endure
DT 400B, 970 actual
miles. Excellent con-









Chevrolet 283 and a 283
bored 60. Set of new 11 to
1 dome 283 pistons. Z-28
cam. Call 753-3197
between 9 a. In. and 2 p.
in.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 OLDS 442. SOef with
black stripes. Loaded
with extras. Local, one
owner. Call 753-3465.
1957 FORD PICKUP with
camper. $295. 1968 Ford
LTD, $350. Call 489-2595.
SALE OR TRADE 1930
'Chevrelet Coupe, 28,000
actual miles. Appraised
at $4,000. Best offer over
93.000 or trade toward





1966 CHEVY it ton
camper special, .327
automatic with power
steering. Has an in-
sulated overcab topper
All for $550.00.- -17h-oTie
3544653.
PRICED TO SELL. 1971
Gremlin X. Real sharp.









Package, 1200 x 15 tires
on spoke wheels. Call
72-5532.
1975 CHEVROLET four




1972 CHEVROLET k2 ton
pickup. Power. Phone
489-2401 after 5:30 p. m
1970 TRIUMPH SPIT-
FIRE new paint, good


















49 Used Cars & Trucks
1476 GMC TRUCK, 14 ton,
Heavy Duty springs and
tires. Reason for selling
is illness. Good con-
dition. Call 753-4716.
1974 AUDI FOX. Take up
payment to responsible,
person. Goodsondition.
Very clean. Call 753-7699
nights, 753-0123 days.
1974 CHEVY 1 ton with
cab and chassis, custom
deluxe, power brakei
and steering. Clean,
47,000 miles, 350 four
speed. Price is $2,650.
Call 753-0165 or see at 66
Station, 4th and
Chestnut
1961 V. W. automatic,
$1100. Can be seen 1206







just like new. 37,500
miles. 1971 Chevrolet
Impala, 2 door, new
tires, air, power brakes,









dition_ _$1250. Call 489-




A good work car. Call
753-3297.
1966 RAMBLER. Runs
like new. Must sell. Call
767-2357.
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.







TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance.
kitchens. 1 Call J. R.,
Hamilton, 753-8500.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete














• Then call 753-6614
PAINTING AND PAPER
hanging, interior or












542.3.00 op, flooriptE reedy tips.. Al.. limo, yi,. WA& es
low es 5300.00. 1 sr 1 op to 24 s 60 steweenT_Iert 'will pear,
.,44z.neetletkiley /Be best fir less
i, CUSTOM BUILT VITAIILL BWalINGS 753-0964











bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
p. in.
FENCE SALES rrr
SEAR. now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
WILL DO inside or out-







WILL SET WITH an
elderly person. Day or
night. Experienced. Call
753 7301 or 753-3739.
GET YOUR LAWN and
garden equipment
repaired and serviced
now. Beat the spring
rush. 14 years ex-
perience. Tidwell Lawn
and Garden Equipment,
303 Main Street, Hazel
Ky. Call 492-8147.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked': Sand and lime













E I.Et'TR 0 LU X SALES





ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact, K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.


















struction Co., Route 2,




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for • free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL WIRING


















Care Steam ( lean one
room at 8 cents per sq
ft. and'.' will ultari the
hallway frfa.. limit 4 x
10 A 10' x 10' room








Center Phone 75"? 4-1113fi





FOR VOL It SEPTIC
TANK and •backhoe
work need,,  J,Ain
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
53 Feed And Seed
TIMOTHY HAY for sale
Cal 435-4312
54 Free Column
FREE TO GOOD HOME
two dogs. One part
beagle and part Peek-A•
Poo and 1 part Collie
Ca) 435-4294 after 5 p
PART COLLIE pupplcs
Eight free to ON 0111,1rbe
Call 753-0661
LIV IIS DRUG . 1
sHOSPIT AI SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND ssi
el/ A INV, BRANDS (0 ( OSNIe II( s
*PRE SCRIP T IONS
AUCTION SALE
Every Friday night 641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
'This week we have a load from St Louis
drefisers„ chest. fables, pled ricranae ref rotcratia
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Assassinations Committee Is
Headed For Showdown In Probe
WASHINGTON ( AP), The
House assassinations
committee is heading for a
shoWdown between its feuding
chairman and chief counsel
amid reports that the panel is
eousidering dropping its probe
,f the 1963 slaying of President
.101m Kennedy.
The panel was scheduled to
meet today for the first time
since Chairman Henry B.
Gonzalez, D-Tex., tried to fire
chief counsel Richard A.
Sprague for allegedly trying to
undermine Gonzalez'
authority.
The committee was created
last year to investigate the
, slayings of Kennedy and civil
rights leader Martin Luther
-haw
been awash in controversy,
primarily over Sprague's
demand for a $6.5 million




of North Carolina, said
Tuesday that eliminating the
Kennedy probe • would be one
of the obvious, possibilities" in
seeking to cut costs. Preyer
added, "But certainly we're
not even close to a decision on
that yet."
Preyer, who heads the
subcommittee conducting the
Kennedy investigation, em-
phasized, "I think it would be
premature to limit the-panel's
options on what it's going to
do."
The Washington Post, citing
informed sources, said today
that bypassing the Kennedy
probe was one option being
considered by Preyer and
_ other. panel members.
Another option would be to
depose both Gonzalez and
Sprague and reconstitute the
committee under a new
chairman and chief counsel,
the paper reported.
A.11 
technically has been replaced
• by an "acting staff director"
named by Gonzalez, com-
mittee sources said Sprague
was prepared to appear at
today's meeting to present
proposed budget and
operating procedures for the
coming year.
In addition to the budget
uproar, some House members
have criticized Sprague for




The latest crisis, which
some House observers believe
could doom the committee,
arose when an angry Gonzalez
fired Sprague last week,
charging that the former
Philadelphia prosecutor was a
"prima donna" who defied
instructions to reduce the staff
and make other changes.
The committee's other 11
members subsequently
endorsed a letter that said
only the full panel, not Gon-
zalez alone, could oust
Sprague:-
Death Ruled Suicide
WINCHESTER, Ky. AP) —
A 61-year-old Clark County
farmer was found hanged in
his tobacco ,barn Tuesday,
authorities said.
James C. Witt died of a
broken neck and
strangulation, according to
Deputy Coroner John Todd.
-Todd ruled the death a suicide.
Funeral services are
scheduled for Thursday.
Lgi L3 .E LL-2
Murray Downtown
Truth Days Specials
Assorted Pieces of Samsonite
Luggage (Regular $32.00 to $10.00)
Reduced 60%
Reg. $32 Now sl 2'°
Reg. $70 Now $2800
—Limited Quantity—
Assortment Of Men's & Women's
Costume-Aswelry Sale Price 2$ 00






LinJ 1_2 EL1 11 1Z1
'MUTH DAYS
Specials
Fri. & Sat. — Feb. 18& 19
° 0 F F
STORE WIDE
Spring Fashions Are Here
Suits Swimwear
v Sport Coats v Short Sleeve Dress Shirts
Slacks v Leisure Shirts




FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Downtown Murray 753-3234
Downtown Murray It Pays
Richard Powell (right), business manager at General
Butler State Resort Park, familiarizes Carolyn Per-ins
with Canadian currency. Kentucky's state resort parks




SOUTHGATE, Ky. AP I —
John Shay, who never took a
juvenile offender to court, is
retiring as chief of police after
22 years, without a pension.
Shay began his career at
Southgate in 1950 when the
suburban town south of
Newport had only 2,500
residents "with quite a few
bare spots.".
The city, however, is giving
him a testimonial dinner at.
Beverly Hills supper club and
he will get the proceeds. _
"L have been praised by the
juvenile court that we had
fewer juvenile problems than
any other commtprity -of our
size," Shay said.
"L never took theta in
juvenile court. Time goes so
fast that if they gottheir name
on a blotter it might interfere
with their career," said Shay,
addinq that men of the town
still come by tn.thank him for
not arresting them in long ago
incidents.
One of them is now my
boss," said Shay, Mayor Ken
Paul.
"The chief stopped me when
I was a kid and late stopped
me in a car. I have lived in
Southgate all my life and he is
the only police chief I have
ever known," said the 29-year-
old mayor.
In a small town, you just
can't show authority," said
Shay, 62. "You have to get
along with people. If you can
_-_,get along with people, most.of
your problems are solved. Get
the children on your side, two-
thirds of you problems are
„salved „They will hurt a-
frienct,"-Shay said.
"The wife and I are going to
California  _and try it___for_a_
while. If we like it, we'll stay.
ILindot.. then we'll be back," he
Mayor Paul said policemen
hired sinceShay will get
pensions but the city began its
'program too late for the chief.
to participate.
Water Conservation A Way
Of Life For This Family
ALBION, Calif. tAP —
Rich and Mirna Sharp and
their two children are
preoccupied with finding
enough water for the essen-
tials of life. They try to make
_ do with four gallons a day.
"You don't wash Much of
anything like windows or
floors. When the kids go to a
house with water, it's hard to
get them to remember to flush
the toilet," says Sharp, whose
family is one of 19 in this
Pacific coastal village of
northern California. -
Albion is about 150 miles
from San Francisco up the
.rugged coast of drought-hit
California, and its. 70 residents
have been without a firm
water supply for a year.
The drought has been
intensified because a
privately owned waterworks
that supplied the village was
allowed to fall into disuse after
the owner died two years ago.
Local efforts are underway to
reactivate it.
The Sharps go to Mirna's
family's home elsewhere
three times a week to bathe,
and they never have anyone
over for dinner7----When
something is cooked, the pan
goes right to the table. As few
dishes are used as possible
-Seems I haven't drunk
water for years," said Sharp.
"Can't waste it for drinking.
Drink lots of beer and soda
Pop."
Gloria Petrykowski finds
herself in a similar fix: ''You
don't flush toilets, you can't
clean your hoiise, you shower
at other people's homes where
they have some water to
spare, you use bathwuter to
flush the toilet."
Mrs. Petrykowski, who
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP —
The 19th annual Kentucky
Young Farmers Association
will meet at Louisville Feb. 25-
26. Awards will be presented
to the top five KYFA mem-
bers..
heads a enmfbittee to return a
steady water supply to Albion,
said, -There's no water in the
firehouse itself. They have to
go a mile for water, and that's
a 'one-shot."
The people of Albion have
learned.not to bother going to
, Mendocino, 10 miles away.
People there are also having it
rough and the laundries have
long lines all the-time.
Bids To Be Received
On Construction
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Construction on two interstate
highways heads the list of
projects on which the state
Department of Transportation
will receive bids Thursday.
The bids include surfacing
of 11.3 miles of Interstate 24 in
McCracken County from the







provide classroom training for
35 agents.
The two-week sessions,
beginning March 14, are
sponsored jointly by the ABC
and state Department of





One Group Bulova Watches
1 /3 OFF
Furches Jewelry
113S. 4th - Murray




Fall 8, Winter Styles
Reg. $18.99435.99
ERMANS












Cotton Perma-Press & Flannel




50% Polyester, 50% Cotton
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Huddleston Blasts
laxnessInCongress
_WINCHESTER, Ky. I AP) - Huddleston said.
San. Waller Huddleston, D- - "There are several areas in
Ky., has said congressional thich Congress has keen lax
wersight of federal agencies - in Carrying out its con-
-is probably the greatest stitutionaL_ responsibilities," -
Shortcoming of Congress." Huddleston said. -To correct.
In remarks prepared for these deficiencies will require
delivery Tuesday before the both courage-4nd internal
Clark County Chamber of discipline."
-Traddlettint caned —twr
Democrat cited a report Senate's weakening at in
issued by the Senate Gayer- internal reorganization:- a'
 -nmerit-Operations Committee -fatitteriiig -slart,"-bIll be
-last week which cbaracterized urged quick implementation
oversight as haphazard. of reforms that were ac-
We simply must pay more _ cepted. _
attention to what happens to -Ftuddleiton, called for full.
federar laws and programs implementation of the
once they are implemented," Congressional Budget Act
which requires Congress to set
an annual budget ceiling. He
also urged approval of a new
congressional code of conduct





The city cotrunissio.n has set
an annual license fee of $25 for
five massage parlors instead
of the proposed $500. '
City Managet Paul Royster
said license fees should not be
used to discriminate against
legal businesses.
"The question of
desirability -is extraneous to
the licensing process," he told
the commission Monday
night.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AR) "-
Norman C. Horn of Hopkin-
sville has been elected
preaident of the Kentucky
Board of Pharmacy, -suc-
ceeding James T. Arnold of While some said they liked
Owensboro. the new 10-hour days, others
"'ACCOUNTS SECTION, JULIAN CARROU. SPEAKING_Hello_liello-lielio_Who do
you want to speak tor' On a surprise tour of the state Department of Revenue offices,
Gov. Carroll stops to answer Bevedy Yount's telephone. While some employes were
shocked when the governor walked in others were tipped oft when they saw. 
•taaliers aIid reporters In the-Fats.
Carroll Takes Surprise Tour Of Revenue Offices
Gov. Julian Carroll took a
surprise, whirlwind tour of
Department of Revenue of-
fices recently shaking em-
ployes' hands, talking about
the feur-day work week, and
even answering a telephone.
The tour, the Governor said,
was to "let the employes know
how we appreciate their
dedication. They're getting
the work done, staying the full
time and suffering the lowered
thermostats," Accompanied
by a hoard of reporters and
photographers, he asked
employes what they thought of
the four-day work week.'
These are honest reductions off the
factory list price Let Crass Fur-
niture prove they have the best
values in upholstered furniture.
Serta Perfect Sleepers
Bedding
Reduced By $8000 Per Full Size Set
Crass
Furniture, Inc.
So. 3rd & Maple
agreed with an employe who
said, "I don't have any life at
home," and complained that
she was gone from home 13
hours per day. Some employes
also complained that the of-
fices were cold.
When a telephone rang in
one office, Gov. Carroll an-
swered it: "Accounts section,
CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(AP) - Gov. Jay Rockefeller
was expected to detail his
legislative program' ahd
present a proposed state
budget in his "State of the
State" address this afternoon.
. The House and Senate Mier
in joint session at 2 p.m. to
hear the address, which was
postponed one week by
Rockefeller.; , NEW -kept
busy handling problems
related to last month's severe
weather 
Lawmakers have been
somewhat stymied the first
week of the session, due to the
lack of a budget document and
a legislative program from
the Democratic governor.
Before leaving office Jan..
17, former Gov. Arch A. Moore




said that document contained
few spending restraints and
obviously did not provide for
programs he has proniiied,
including a.„ tax break and.
more monies for secondary
roads.
The state's 29th governor is
expected to spell out his plan
to remove the three per cent
sales tax on food, provide




The Senate had at amen-
dment stage today a bill







commission's power to un-
dertake probes involving
corruption at the county and
city levels of government.
Murray Furniture Mart
Court Square
McCree Looking Forward To
Job As Solicitor General
CINCINNATI ( AP1- Judge
Wade H. McCree of the 6th
US. Circuit Court of Appeals
said he looks forward to the
job of U.S. Solicitor General
"with „a_., great deal of en-
--thliaiaarriand not a little awe.
"It's what I believe is the
Latest public job a lawyer can
have in the United States,"
said the Detroit, 1Vlich.,'native
after he was nominated for the
post by President Carter.
McCree would be the second
Mae le hold the third-
'ranking justice department
position. U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall
held the post in 1965-67 Under
President Lyndon B. Johnson.
Julian Carroll week, Gov. Carroll said that
speaking ... hello ... hello..." productivity is as high,
When the baffled caller finally "maybe higher" than it is
told the Governor who she normally.
wanted to talk to, he trail- He said :he is considering
sferred the call, __extending the four-day week
While employes in the fourth into spring and summer to
floor offices of the Capitol conserve fuel. A decision on
Annex seem to be divided in that will be made around
their opinions on the new work- March 1. -
The bill, sponsored by
Senate President William
Brotherton, D-KaRawlya.
clianges the name of the 10-
member legislative panel to
the Commission on Special
Investigations and allows it to
-investigate con-flictt or in-
terest and bribery involving
state officials or "any- other
matter which in the opinion of
the- orrunissien- --mar-brittg-
dikredit to the state."
. `Ari- amendment, by -,San.
D-Raleigh,
would broaden the authority to
undertake probes involving
county and city officials. -
Susman said he thought
-such authority • would be a
deterrent to any possible
illegal activities at those
levels of government.
The PPPC was formed in
190- following a scandal
involving state contracts. At
first its probes focused on
state purchasing procedures,
but in later years has ex-
panded its authority to any
illegal act -by state officials.
The House passed and sent-
to 'the Senate a minor bill
involving the serving of legal
process in suits against
nonresidents of the state. It
was the first piece of
legislation passed by either
Chamber.
Brief debate erupted
Tuesday on the House floor
over a resolution authorizing
the employmerit and payment
SAN ANTONIO - Airman
Norman P. Monroe, son of
Mrs. Willease Dick of Rt. 1,
Martin, Tenn., has graduated
at Lackland AFB, Tex., from
Air Force basic training.
lhe a inna4, who studied the
Air . Force ' mission,
organization and customs and
receiVed special instruction in
human relations, is remaking'.
at LaCkland for specialized




n 1, Monroe atte
Mart High School. His wife,
Pattie, is tbe daughter of Glen
Rudolph of Rt. 1, Hardin, Ky.
of a house staff numbering 137
persons.
Del. Larry Sonis, D-
Kanawha; complained that
the. resolution "padded" the
payroll by providing for 17
more employes than per-
hatted bytheltouse rules.
between the Cincinnati-based
court and Detroit,' said the
news we's released while he
was en route to Michigan.
"I can't say it was a sur-
prise at all, but the suspense
was engendered by the delay
between his (Griffin Bell,
Attorney General) and: the
nomination."
The solicitor • general
represents the United States.
before the Supreme Court.. He
also plays a decisive role in
chop:I-Mg which cases and
legal issues the* government
takes to the high court and in
charting the administration
positions on many other cases
reaching the court.
McCree said he identifies The .solicitor general
-with bevel al -former solicitor --haditiviiall, welt dicb
The California crop, of Ca-
liiiivrria figs matures ar-
vesimg because it is first polli-









All Fall & Winter
generals, including fellow
Harvard graduates Arctilbold
Cox and Erwin Griswold.
Griswold taught McCree at
Harvard.. .-
McCree said he also id4-
tifies with William Howard
Taft, because Taft went from
Solicitor General to the 6th




Sport lockets . 1/2 Price
Used Black & White 0, .00




from the attorney general, but
the attorney general usually is
involved in developing
positions in major cases.
Bell had revealed several
weeks ago, and McCree
confirmed, that the appellate
jurist would be named for the
past.
McCree, 56, has been a
judge on the appellate court
Friday t Satwday, Feb. 16th & 19th
Used Color
T.V.'s  as low as $50.00
New
reduced from $20.00 to $14000
since 1966.
McCree said he plans to
remain with the court long
enough to wind up his
involvement there.
"I still have two or three
cases- under'idvi
wish to complete,:' he said.
"It is important to have my
affairs in order "
Fraitklin Schools
Look At Calendar
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Franklin County Supt.
Edward Wright has an-
nounced a plan under which
summer vacation June 10
iqstead of May 31, as
originally scheduled.
The Frankfort school board.
Meantime, rearranged
calendar differently to make
up for 12 days lost because of
last month's cold.
It reduced the annual
calendar from 175 to 165 days-------
and decided to make up the
other two days.
 reduced from $80.00 to $11 Ow
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• GET ON THE RIGHT TRACK SHOP BIG JOHN'S DURING







Big John Super Trim Center Cut
RIB CHOPS ib.51"
Big John Super Trim
BREAKFAST CHOPS.. . ib.51"
Flechtner Banquet





SPARE RIBS  
Armour Veribest
















Economy Pak Armour Veribest
Big John's Super Trim
PORK LOIN ROAST lb $119
Columbia
CORN BEEF  lb sr
Thin Sliced
WAFFER HAM lb 199
Ingsford
lb. S119 PATTIES   pkg. 99'
Arrowhead
lb. 69(   . 12 or. Pkg. 59'
Reelfoot Chunk Jumbo
I to 5 lb avg. lb 99' BOLOGNA lb. 794






416 hammy Pelt .
SLICED
'BACON









OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!!
BE SORE TO BRING
IN YOUR
10411%.114:
THIS IS THE LAST WEEK OF















ler It If plED=310,
=HUNGRY InstantPotato
JACK 16.49
t. Tax applicable to reg. Price. Limit one

















Pithy Patter pkg.' 79
Tax applicable to reg. Price. Limit one

















KIES tr- 1 'DOG .F0,21 $399
Tax appkcable to reg. Price. Limit one Tax applicable to rep. Price. Limit one
OZ. Pkg.:
coupon per family at BIG fOHNS thru coUpon per family at BIG IOHNS thru






























AX ait Tpplicable to reg. 
Prcea r 
Limit one l 4
:I 
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Add Masa handsome Corm:Nat. Pieces to you, sets at
substantial sarongs during this spacial tan wn olio,.
11 INC H Pt Alt
71 INCH C ANDI DISH (051R
2 QUART mottit
INCH FOOTED CENTERPIECI
II INCH RELISH 1145
I QUART WINE DECANTER
a POUND PA AHD coue _ _
loono cost IT
CORDIAL






SCHEE/ME Of %TEMA FEATURES




















EVERY HEALTH & BEAUTY AID AT BIG JOHN'S IS
Reg. '469 Reg. '2.19. 
Avis Box Nair Conditioner
DIET I POWER PAL











Arm In Arm Roll-On
DEODORANT
POUDENT Reg. '1.89 Skin Cream
THERE'S ALWAYS LOTCOF Jiffy Pot Never Lees Than 100 00 NEVER LESS THAN
FREECASH CASH POT 110 0.00
Ilan ITO i
e I I
BIG JOHN'S FRESH BAKED TREATS ARE



















FINE FRUITS it VEGETABLES
NAVEL
0 RAN


























2 th Bag 7
Ili Lb.•••••••••••••••••••••••
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